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Preface 

Still to write. 

  



 
 

 
 

Abstract 

The fill rate at Aurelius was 83%, and 85% respectively for 2017 and 2018 while the current 

target fill rate is set at 95%, which leads to missed revenue and customer retention. The fill rate is 

measured by the lost sales estimate. In this research, we aim to discover the reasons behind the 

missed target fill rate. First, we analyse the current lost sales estimate. Then, we look at the causes 

of lost sales with respect to product characteristics and the size curve (discussed in more detail in 

Management Summary) by means of classification algorithms. Finally, we examine the process of 

creating the size curve. 

Following from the sensitivity analysis on the lost sales estimate, a new estimate was 

implemented which accounts for the ordering behaviour of the retailer, leading to a decrease in 

lost sales of 5% (vice versa, an increase in fill rate of 5%). Furthermore, the output of the 

classification algorithms (Neural Networks, Decision Tree, Logistic Regression) showed desirable 

performance with both recall and precision greater than 0.9, from which we could derive that 

products with historic lost sales and a low size curve are more likely to have future lost sales, than 

products without historic lost sales, while product characteristics have a negligible impact on lost 

sales. This phenomenon can be explained since the size curve did not consider lost sales, and not 

all sizes were updated every season. Therefore, a new size curve is implemented which accounts 

for the new lost sales estimate and updates all sizes automatically. Based on the assumption that 

the new size curve is correct, this could lead to a cost reduction of roughly 15 million dollars for 

the upcoming season, and 400.000 less units in stock. In addition to these implementations, an 

approach is provided how to tackle identified shortcomings in both the business and the research 

to meet the target fill rate. 

 



 
 

 
 

Management Summary 

Problem description 

This thesis studies the impact of the size curve (discussed in more detailed below) and 

product characteristics on lost sales to provide solutions to decrease future lost sales using 

classification algorithms and meet the target fill rate of 95% (vice versa, lost sales of 5%). 

Furthermore, Aurelius maintains a custom formula for estimating lost sales, and for updating the 

size curves. Since both the size curve and the lost sales estimate are used to form a demand forecast 

on product size level and optimize safety stock levels, we critically analyse both processes to tackle 

shortcomings and consequently aim to lower the number of lost sales. Therefore, the main research 

question that is answered in this thesis is: 

What is the effect of the size curve, products characteristics, and the lost sales estimate, 

on future lost sales and what actions can we provide to mitigate future lost sales? 

Before we continue, we briefly explain by an example what the size curve entails. 

 

 

 

 

 

Together with management was decided to perform the analysis using daily data for regular type 

products season fall 2018, since the custom lost sales estimate uses daily data. Furthermore, when 

we aggregate data to a weekly/monthly level, we lose insights what patterns occur within each 

week. Since the majority of the data to monitor the business is aggregated on monthly level, we 

cannot include these in our analysis. 

Given product X, with sizes small, medium, and large, with a seasonal product demand forecast 

of 100.000 units. The size curve is a measure that shows the demand distribution over the sizes, 

for instance, small 0.3, medium 0.6, large 0.1. By multiplying the size curves of a product times 

the product demand forecast, we retrieve the demand forecast on size level (small 300, medium 

600, large 100).  



 
 

 
 

Analysis 

As aforementioned the research is split up into three parts: analysing the current lost estimate, 

predictive modelling, and analysing the current size curve.  

Lost sales estimate review 

 We briefly review the current lost sales estimate below and discuss its limitations which 

followed from interviews with stakeholders, data analysis, and a literature review. 

𝑙𝑡𝑖 = %
∑ (𝑏𝑥𝑖 + 𝑙𝑥𝑖 )𝑡−1
𝑥=𝑡−28

28
− (𝑏𝑡𝑖 + 𝐼𝑂𝐻𝑡(𝑒𝑛𝑑)𝑖 )6

+

 

Symbol Description 
𝑙𝑡𝑖  Amount of estimated lost sales l at day t for a product at size level i. 
𝑏𝑥𝑖  Amount of confirmed bookings b at day x for a product at size level i. 

𝐼𝑂𝐻𝑡(𝑒𝑛𝑑)𝑖  Amount of on-hand inventory available, for a product at size level i at day t, after 
fulfilling any confirmed demand for the day. 

The first part of the equation reflects the estimated true demand on product size level, of which the 

confirmed bookings and available inventory is subtracted. When the estimated true demand is 

greater than the sum of the confirmed bookings and available inventory on the end of the day, lost 

sales are recorded. Six shortcomings were found and presented below. 

 Firstly, retailer promotions are not filtered out, which leads to an unstable order behaviour. 

Secondly, Ouyang et al. (1996) include an additional loss of goodwill when measuring the cost of 

lost sales, e.g. it is more costly in terms of retailer trust to lose sales on high-end shoes than on 

socks, while Aurelius multiplies the amount of lost sales times the profit for that product thus 

neglecting the relative importance of products on retailer trust. Since it’s hard to quantify the 

impact of a stock-out on goodwill, management decided not to adjust the calculation of cost of lost 

sales. Thirdly, the lost sales estimate assumes all excess demand to be lost, which is an inaccurate 

representation of reality. However, if they assume backorders, it’s even harder to track what the 

true market demand is for a given week, i.e. they do not know what the initially required market 



 
 

 
 

demand is for that given week since backorders can be scattered across multiple weeks. Fourthly, 

due to the circular reference to historic lost sales, the current estimate stacks estimation error upon 

estimation error, since true market demand is not known. Lastly, the current estimate assumes that 

demand (the first part of the equation) follows a uniform distribution, i.e. each day of demand is 

roughly the same, Monday to Sunday, even though there is no demand coming in during the 

weekend. Retailers place the majority of their orders on Monday and Tuesday, with the rest being 

spread out over Wednesday to Friday. 

By enabling retailers to enter whether a product is in promotion or will be backordered, fill 

out their desired and requested quantity, the backorder assumption can be eliminated, and lost sales 

can be calculated more accurately, leaving out the circular reference to historic lost sales, since the 

expected demand is known, and whether or not there will be backorders.  

Aside from these recommendations, first steps have been taken to provide a more accurate 

lost sales estimate by accounting for the weekly order behavior of retailers when estimating true 

demand. This implementation resulted in a 5% decrease of total estimated lost sales for season 

2018FA for regular products.  This number is validated by the Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 

stockouts, which is the current system in place at the DC that accurately captures a subset of the 

lost sales, measuring around 10%, i.e. 10% of estimated demand results in a lost sale. Consequently, 

since a portion of the demand forecast is based on the lost sales estimate, the forecasting accuracy 

should be more accurate as well, which leads to a decrease in lost sales. The same reasoning holds 

for the safety stock levels.   

Predictive modeling 

Following from the literature review, Neural Networks, Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, and 

Support Vector Machine were chosen for the prediction task: whether a product on size level will 



 
 

 
 

have lost sales on a given day one month in advance. SVM was computationally too expensive to 

optimize. Furthermore, the remaining classification algorithms showed superior results. We found 

that products with historic lost sales and a low size curve are far more likely to have future lost 

sales, than products without historic lost sales and a low size curve, while product characteristics 

showed negligible impact on explaining future lost sales. Even if the size curve would be correct, 

its’ impact should not differ for products with and without historic lost sales.  

Size curve process review 

After performing interviews with relevant stakeholders and data analysis we discovered two issues 

with the current process. Firstly, the size curve does not include lost sales, hence not covering the 

true market demand. Secondly, not all sizes are being updated every season. An incorrect size 

curve leads to an incorrect safety stock, and demand forecast, since they are calculated at product 

level and multiplied by the size curve to retrieve both the safety stock and demand forecast on size 

level.  

Updating the size curve to include the lost sales estimate and upload all size curves in one 

go to SAP leads to an expected shortage of roughly 15 million dollars and an expected inventory 

excess of 400.000 units. Note that we assume that the new size curve is true. When we include the 

historic lost sales, the size curve for these products increases, leading to more inventory on hand, 

and less lost sales. To validate the results, we set up an A/B test, which measures the difference on 

various performance metrics, for similar products with and without the new size curve. 

Furthermore, we can verify the results by performing the same analysis for products which have 

adopted the new size curve. If the correlation between products with historic lost sales for varying 

size curves and future lost sales no longer differs for products without historic lost sales, and if LR 



 
 

 
 

and DT both no longer output the size curve as a significant predictor of future lost sales, we are 

confident that the new size curve has led to a decrease in the number of lost sales.  

Lastly, more time has to be spent in determining the size curve for new products, which do 

not have an estimated true demand figure to base the initial size curve on. Currently, demand 

planners manually choose a comparable product and copy the size curve. A more sophisticated 

approach could be to use machine learning to identify product groups that have similar size curves, 

and instead of manually selecting comparable products, the algorithm picks the best comparable 

product group.  

Future research and limitations 

By the implementation of the lost sales estimate accounting for retailer ordering behavior and of 

the size curve including the new lost sales estimate, the first steps have been taken to decrease lost 

sales. To our knowledge the only comparable classification algorithm that has been done in the 

field of supply chain is by Rodger (2014). However, the author only predicts 5% of the samples 

correctly. In this thesis we prove that classification algorithms can be useful in discovering patterns 

in the vast supply chain data available. The optimal modeling technique depends on the goal of the 

prediction task, however, when discovering patterns between variables, easy to interpret 

classification algorithms such as LR and DT provided to be very useful, as opposed to NN and 

SVM which are black-box algorithms. Furthermore, there are a few limitations and thus 

recommendations for future research which we did not cover due to decisions made under time 

constraints. The most important ones are listed below. 

• By strictly using daily data we miss out on the majority of the metrics that are stored on 

monthly level. A similar analysis can be done with data aggregated on monthly level to 

look at the impact of supply accuracy and inventory efficiency on lost sales. 



 
 

 
 

• We converted the lost sales estimate to a binary output, missing out on 2% of the current 

lost sales. The same analysis can be done with regression algorithms, which could not be 

done in this study since management was more interested in the probability of a product 

being a lost sale, that the magnitude. 

• We decided to include all regular type products, leaving out the other product types. 

Performing similar analysis to the other product types might lead to different results. 
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1. Introduction 

Category essential items (foundational products to a category) are easily substitutable with 

a competitor’s product, making it essential to maintain a high fill rate to prevent retailers to (1) 

substitute for a different size or product, (2) switch to a different brand, (3) delay their purchase, 

or (4) cancel their purchase (Corsten and Gruen, 2003). Therefore, the current target fill rate at 

Aurelius is set at 95%, i.e. the fraction of requested demand by the retailer that is met through 

inventory on hand on the customer requested date. Despite yearly double-digit revenue growth, 

the average fill rate for 2017 was below target at 83%. Consequently, Aurelius wants to examine 

the root causes behind the low fill rate. The fill rate is measured by the lost sales estimate, which 

we will discuss in detail later. Note that we focus on the lost sales estimate of the retailer, not the 

consumer. 

According to within company knowledge at Aurelius, one of the root causes of not having 

sufficient supply to meet demand is due to capacity constraints, which Corsten and Gruen (2003), 

and Aastrup and Kotzab (2009), refer to as planning practices. Unfortunately, no detailed data is 

available regarding planning practices, therefore is left out of this research paper. 

Another issue, typically referred to as ordering practices, occurs when the company orders 

insufficient supply due to an inaccurate demand forecast. The overall demand forecast accuracy, 

measured by the difference between the forecast and the actual demand divided by the forecast, is 

around 70%. The demand forecasting model has been built by external consultants and within 

company experts for over 3 years. Therefore, to improve the forecasting accuracy given the time 

frame is infeasible. However, there are other metrics, which affect the forecast accuracy, that can 

be looked at to match demand with supply more accurately.  
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Firstly, the demand forecast is partly based on the lost sales estimate to include unmet 

demand. A subset of the lost sales is accurately captured at the DC by EDI (since the true market 

demand of a subset of the retailers is known) measuring around 10% lost sales, while the lost sales 

estimate measures around 15% lost sales. The first objective is to provide insights and implications 

of the current lost sales estimate, by looking at how lost sales is modelled in current literature and 

perform a sensitivity analysis to see if there are more accurate ways available to estimate lost sales. 

By improving the lost sales estimate, the forecast accuracy increases, which should lead to a higher 

fill rate.  

Secondly, the distribution of demand over the sizes (referred to as size curve), is a metric 

used to (1) provide a forecast at product-size level, by multiplying the forecast times the size curve, 

and to (2) set the safety stock at product-size level, by multiplying the safety stock at product level 

times the size curve. Not much attention has been paid to setting up the size curve, while it affects 

ordering practices due to the multiplication with the forecast to retrieve a forecast on size level, 

and replenishment practices, i.e. the DC has insufficient inventory to meet demand and refuses the 

retailer’s order, due to the multiplication with the safety stock to retrieve the safety stock on size 

level (Corsten and Gruen, 2003; Aastrup and Kotzab, 2009). Hence, the second objective is to 

provide insights and implications of the current size curve, by looking how the current size curve 

is measured and combine within company knowledge with data analysis to improve the current 

metric, which should increase the forecast accuracy and lead to better safety stock numbers.  

In addition, Aurelius wants to know if there are certain product characteristics that have a 

significant effect on the lost sales estimate. Per example, it might be that a black t-shirt has a higher 

tendency for lost sales than shorts. Increasing the forecast and/or the safety stock for identified 

problematic product characteristics could decrease the estimated amount of lost sales. Note 
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however, that setting the sufficient safety stock and quantifying the optimal changes of the forecast 

is out of the scope of this research paper.  In conclusion, the third objective is to identify products 

characteristics at risk of lost sales. 

To summarize, in this research paper, we first provide a sensitivity analysis on the current 

lost sales estimate, and subsequently use real-world data to build a machine learning model to 

capture the magnitude and direction of the size curve and product characteristics on the lost sales 

estimate. Lastly, we review the current size curve process to potentially improve the distribution 

of the demand over the sizes. 

1.1. Research questions 

Estimating true market demand in a lost sales inventory system is difficult, since true 

market demand is only observed from sales data when there are no lost sales (Nahmias, 1994). 

Furthermore, estimating true market demand is the key variable to accurately estimate lost sales.  

RQ1 Is the current lost sales estimate an accurate representation of the actual lost 
sales, based on current literature, company knowledge, and a sensitivity analysis? 

The purpose of this research question is to review the current lost sales estimate of Aurelius, 

and thus their demand estimate, based on how current literature models lost sales and investigate 

current assumptions by means of a sensitivity analysis. 

To our knowledge, Rodger (2014) wrote the only article that uses machine learning in the 

field of supply chain to predict backorders. However, the author only predicts 5% of the samples 

correctly, which is probably due to an imbalanced data set which he did not account for. In this 

research paper, we extend our scope to literature outside of the field of supply chain regarding 

machine learning models used in recent classification problems to choose the best performing 

models for our specific problem.  
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RQ2 Which machine learning models perform best in classifying whether a 
product is likely to have lost sales or not, based on the size curve and product 
characteristics?1 

  
 RQ2.1 What is the magnitude and the effect of the size curve and product 

characteristics on the lost sales estimate? 
 RQ2.1 Which products are likely to have lost sales? 

The purpose of this research question is to select the best performing machine learning 

models to accurately capture the magnitude and direction of the size curve and product 

characteristics on the lost sales estimate. Furthermore, Aurelius is interested in identifying products 

at risk of lost sales before the event occurs and translate identified patterns into warning signals, 

giving the company time to react to meet their target fill rate and to lower the amount of lost sales. 

Hence, we decide to predict one month in advance, which provides, in accordance with 

stakeholders, a good trade-off between model accuracy, i.e. model accuracy decreases as the time 

span of predicting increases, and available data, i.e. as the time span increases the available within 

season data decreases. 

Lastly, replenishment practices are indirectly affected by the accuracy of the size curve, 

since the safety stock is calculated at product level and subsequently multiplied by the size curve. 

An inaccurate size curve, leads to an inaccurate safety stock on product-size level, resulting in 

either overstocking, or understocking. We are especially interested in the latter, since these lead to 

lost sales. Furthermore, the size curve affects the forecast accuracy as discussed earlier. 

RQ3 Is the current size curve an accurate representation of the distribution of demand 
over the available sizes, based on company knowledge, and data analysis? 

                                                
 

1 Note that how we measure performance is discussed in Chapter 4.2. 
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The purpose of this research question is to provide insights and implications whether the 

current size curve is an accurate representation of the truth, which could increase forecast accuracy 

and could lead to better safety stock numbers, to mitigate lost sales. 

To structure the research paper, we follow the CRISP-DM framework. Although it’s not 

been built in a theoretical academic manner, it has proven to be an efficient framework because it 

is based on real-world experience. The phases consist of business understanding, data 

understanding, data preparation, modelling, and evaluation. The paper is structured as follows: 

firstly, we summarize the findings of the literature review (Chapter 2); followed by data 

understanding, sensitivity analysis lost sales, and data preparation (Chapter 3); subsequently we 

discuss how the chosen machine learning models have been optimized and provide the results 

(Chapter 4); next, we analyse the size curve metric and provide a discussion of the results (Chapter 

5); lastly, we summarize the findings and provide directions for future research (Chapter 6). 
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2. Literature review 

2.1. Lost sales inventory system 

Literature models lost sales as a component of an inventory system, referred to as lost sales 

inventory systems. Lost sales is based on the expected shortage of a product, multiplied by the 

probability that excess demand results in a lost sale. The expected shortage is calculated by 

subtracting current inventory levels from expected demand (Eq1). The underlying distribution of 

demand is assumed to be known, assuming either Poisson, negative binomial, or a normal 

distribution. Furthermore, the inventory models assume that the lead time is short, i.e. one week 

or less, since they are based on a make-to-order policy. This leads to the following general structure. 

𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡	𝑜𝑓	𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡	𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 =CD𝐸F𝐷HI − 𝐼𝑂𝐻HJ ∗ (1 − 𝛽)
M

HN9

 Eq1 

 

Where, 

 𝐸F𝐷HI Expected demand of product 𝒊 following a statistical distribution. 
 𝐼𝑂𝐻H Inventory on hand of product 𝒊. 
 𝛽 The fraction of demand that will be backordered. 

The reviewed models have different extensions to the general model. Ouyang et al. (1996) 

optimize total annual cost with respect to order quantities Q and lead times L, Arreola-Risa and 

DeCroix (1998) consider supply disruption, and Nahmias (1994) optimizes two-echelon costs of 

both the retailer and DC. Although these extensions differ, the general model of calculating lost 

sales are the same. When the distribution of demand is not known, Nahmias (1994) estimates 

distribution parameters based on sales data, assuming a normal distribution. Smith and Agrawal 

(1998) provide a solution for when the demand is best represented by a negative binomial 

distribution. 
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Current literature differs from the lost sales calculation at Aurelius in four ways: (1) 

products in promotion are not filtered out, (2) Aurelius does not measure the cost of loss of 

goodwill when a product is a lost sale, while literature provides a more plausible interpretation by 

including a specific cost of loss of goodwill to each lost sale, e.g. it is more costly in terms of 

retailer trust to lose sales on high-end shoes than on socks, (3) Aurelius assumes all excess demand 

is lost, and (4) Aurelius assumes that all demand has an equal probability to be observed, however, 

most retailers place their orders at the beginning of the week. An elaborate discussion of the lost 

sales calculation will be provided in Chapter 3.2. 

2.2. Machine learning algorithm selection and performance metrics 

Given the complexity of how lost sales are being calculated, and thus the complexity of 

accurately modelling the underlying relationships within the data, we expect that classification 

algorithms which produce probability/binary outcomes will be more useable than regression 

algorithms that produce continues outcomes. According to management it is more important to 

have a degree of certainty about a prediction (output classification algorithms), than to have a 

degree of certainty about the absolute magnitude of that prediction (performance measure 

regression algorithms). Furthermore, the historic lost sales values can be used as an estimate for 

future lost sales. 

To assess which ML algorithm is likely to perform best, we analyse comparative studies 

regarding classification algorithms and summarize the findings to base our decision on which 

models to include in our analysis. Before we investigate current literature, we present the 

properties of our data set and business criteria that need to be considered when choosing the right 

ML models for our problem. The data set we use has: over 10 features, including both binary and 

discrete values; a large number of samples, given demand seasonality we want to at least capture 
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daily data on size level for different products for three months resulting in a large data set; and 

possible interdependence among features. Furthermore, business wise we are interested in models 

that: have high accuracy, misidentifying products as becoming a lost sale can result in high 

inventory costs, whereas the other way around would result in lost revenue and loss of goodwill; 

and are easy to interpret, we want to be able to identify the causes why a product will be a lost sale. 

There are three articles available which provide an overview of several classification 

algorithms and meet our inclusion criteria. In this paragraph we present an overview of these 

articles with respect to the above three criteria (Chaudhary, Kolhe, and Kamal, 2013; Kiang, 2003; 

Kotsiantis, Zaharakis, and Pintelas, 2007). The studies include the following classification 

algorithms: Neural Network (NN), Decision Tree (DT), Bayesian Network (BN), Support Vector 

Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression (LR), k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN), and Linear Discriminant 

Analysis (LDA). 

Based on our overview in Table 1, NN and SVM provide superior prediction accuracy, at 

the cost of computation time, model interpretability, and efficiency in handling discrete/binary 

values. However, the latter can be tackled by normalizing the data (Ng, 2017), which is expected 

to have a negligible effect on prediction accuracy. To counter the remainder of these shortcomings, 

we include LR and DT, which both work well on many samples and features, can handle 

discrete/binary values efficiently, have a relatively low computation time, are easy to interpret, and 

have a relatively high prediction accuracy. BN and LDA require no interdependence among 

features and do not work well with many samples and features when the prior probabilities and 

prior network is unknown. Whereas, kNN cannot handle noisy data well. To conclude, NN and 

SVM are inferior to LR and DT apart from the prediction accuracy, hence they are included to 

benchmark the performance for LR and DT. 
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Table 1 Comparison ML classification algorithms based on three comparative studies (Chaudhary, 
Kolhe, and Kamal, 2013; Kiang, 2003; Kotsiantis, Zaharakis, and Pintelas, 2007). 

 NN DT LR BN kNN SVM LDA 
Accuracy in 
general 

High Medium Medium
/High 

Medium Low High Low 

Computationally 
expensive 

High Medium Low High Low High High 

Model 
interpretability 

Low High High High Low Low Medium 

Handling discrete 
and binary 
features 

Medium High High Medium Medium Medium High 
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3. Preliminary data analysis 

3.1.  Data understanding 

Data is acquired by pulling data from Teradata SQL assistant in conjunction with data from 

Excel Data Cube. Most of the features were retrieved on product-size level per day for Regular 

product type from Teradata. These include date, product code, product name, size, plant code, 

estimated demand, confirmed bookings, inventory level, lead time, size curve, estimated cost of 

lost sales, and estimated lost sales. Note that Aurelius does not save daily inventory levels in 

Teradata but overwrites the data of the previous day. To tackle this problem, we set up an Alteryx 

Flow, which stores the daily inventory levels of the Regular product type to a CSV file, later on 

we merge the full data set using Python. Furthermore, the size curve data is stored in a different 

data base without a primary identifier. To tackle this problem, we added a primary identifier from 

Excel Data Cube to the size curve data, and subsequently joined the size curve data with the rest 

of the numerical features. Finally, the categorical features were retrieved from Excel Data Cube, 

which include division, global category, gender age, silhouette, and product price. In the table 

below a description of all features are provided, as well as the data type (Table 2). All data is 

aggregated on product-size level per day, apart from size curve, which changes only once a season. 

Note that data on product size-level per day is limited due to the amount of storage required. 

These features were selected based on their usefulness, and validity, i.e. we know what these 

features measure based on company knowledge and that they can prove useful in the modelling 

stage and/or sensitivity analysis.  
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Table 2 Feature type and description, acquired from Teradata, and Excel Data Cube for Regular product 
type business season 2018FA. 

Feature Description Type 
Date - Continuous 
Product code The unique identifier code for a product 

(e.g. SX4722-967) 
Categorical 

Product name The name of a product Categorical 
Size The size of a product Categorical 
Plant code The plant in which the product is stored Categorical 
Estimated demand The estimated demand for a product 

based on the lost sales formula 
(moreover in Chapter 3.3) 

Continuous 

Confirmed bookings The amount of confirmed demand for a 
product 

Discrete 

Inventory level The inventory level for a product at the 
end of the day 

Discrete 

Lead time The time it takes to move a product from 
the production plant to the retailer 

Discrete 

Size curve The size ratio for a product (e.g. 0.6 S, 
0.2 M, 0.2 L) 

Continuous 

Estimated cost of lost sales Estimated lost sales multiplied by the 
price of a product 

Continuous 

Estimated lost sales Calculated by the lost sales formula 
(moreover in Chapter 3.3) 

Continuous 

Division Apparel, Footwear, Equipment Categorical 
Global category Product category (e.g. Aurelius 

Sportswear) 
Categorical 

Gender age The customer gender and age target 
group (e.g. girls) 

Categorical 

Silhouette The type of the product (e.g. shorts) Categorical 
Product price The price of a product in US dollars Continuous 

Next, we had to consider what date range and how many products to include in the research. 

As mentioned before, we focus on the product type Regular, which roughly includes 250 unique 

products per season. Since we look at data at product-size level per day, we had two options: either 

include a subset of the 250 unique products and look at a date range of a year or include all Regular 

products and look at a date range of a season. If we look at a year, which contains four business 

seasons, we must take two things into account: products entering and leaving the product mix each 

season, and products changing price which will affect demand. The benefit of using a date range 

of a year is that we can capture seasonal trend in the data, for instance, a rain jacket will sell less 
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in the summer than during the winter, which might increase the predictive power of the machine 

learning models. The downsides are that we: cannot include all Regular products; can only include 

products that stay in the product mix throughout the year; must capture if a product changes price, 

and by how much. Unfortunately, the latter is not accurately available in Teradata. This was 

confirmed by doing spot-checks on Aurelius.com and compare it with the price stored in Teradata. 

On the other side, if we include all Regular products and look at a date range of a season, we cannot 

capture the seasonal and yearly trend accurately. However, we do include all products within the 

season, and these are less susceptible to changes in price, as this normally happens at the very 

end/beginning of the season. Based on the research objective and in discussion with management, 

it seemed more logical to look at all products within a season. Recall that we predict whether a 

product will be a lost sale or not for a short-term time horizon, hence we would hardly gain any 

benefit of including a whole year of data, if we are only interested in predicting a lost sale for the 

next month. The current season is still in progress, and the last season contains different 

promotional days which skews the demand (e.g. Black Friday, Cyber Monday, Christmas). 

Therefore, we look at the season from July 1st to September 30th (2018FA), containing 244 unique 

Regular products. 

Next, we discuss the descriptive statistics for both our numerical and categorical features. 

Note that size curve is excluded from the table below because these metrics are not relevant for it 

(Table 3). Recall that the data is on product-size level per day with a sample size of 299770. Per 

example, on average, the confirmed bookings for a specific size for a product per day is roughly 

equal to 21, with a standard deviation of 180 and a maximum of 28270. All numerical features, 

apart from lead time, have a mean far greater than the mode, in other words, the data is heavily 

skewed to the right. This can be explained by percent not zero, which shows the percentage of 
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samples that have a non-zero value. The lower this value is, the greater the skewedness. On average, 

confirmed bookings are equal to estimated demand, which is expected since estimated demand is 

based on historical bookings. However, the standard deviation of estimated demand is less than 

half of the standard deviation of confirmed bookings, while the majority of estimated demand 

stems from historical confirmed bookings (same reasoning holds for the median), which might 

indicate that estimated demand is not measured correctly, in Chapter 3.2 we will elaborate on this. 

Recall, that we will apply binary classification algorithms to predict whether a product on size 

level will be a lost sale or not, one month in advance. From the table we have more products that 

have no lost sales (negative class), since the median and mode are both zero, than products that do 

have lost sales (positive class), which literature refers to as the imbalance problem, i.e. one of the 

two classes has more samples that the other. In Chapter 3.3 we explain how to tackle this problem. 

Table 3 Descriptive statistics for the numerical features, excluding size curve. 

 Confirmed 
Bookings 

Inventory Estimated 
Demand 

Est. lost sales Est. cost of 
lost sales 

Lead 
Time 

Mean 21.2084 1983.2 23.6221 3.8657 63.9019 66.5663 
Median 0 332 2.714 0 0 61 
Mode 0 0 0 0 0 61 
Std. 180.778 5299.77 82.4024 31.2404 466.345 29.0998 
Min. 0 0 0 0 0 17 
Max. 28270 123706 2041.78 1523.62 26100.6 164 
% not zero 31.21% 68.35% 89.32% 26.48% 26.48% 100.0% 

In the table below the descriptive statistics for our categorical features are shown (Table 4). 

The unique metric counts the unique values of the feature in our data set, the top value represents 

the most occurring value, and the frequency represents how often the top value occurs. Note that 

the number of unique product names is not equal to the number of product codes, because products 

that are stored at different plants have different product codes but the same product name. Our data 

set contains 115 different sizes, split over 3 divisions, footwear, apparel, and equipment, which 
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each being subdivided into 8 categories. The 244 products are stored in 4 different plants, with the 

most products being produced in plant 1064. 

Table 4 Descriptive statistics for the categorical features. 

 Size Division Category Product 
code 

Product 
name 

Plant 

Unique 115 3 8 454 244 4 
Top S Footwear Aurelius 

Sportswear 
616544-007 Aurelius 

Tanjun 
1064 

Frequency 28234 141106 93089 3234 6237 99470 

Before we analyse how the categorical and numerical features are distributed with respect 

to estimated lost sales, we convert the continuous estimated lost sales to a binary value, which 

outputs 1 if a product is a lost sale, and 0 if a product is not a lost sale. Together with stakeholders 

was decided that if a product on size level on a given day has less than 0.1% of the total amount 

of estimated lost sales for that product on size level for the whole season, it is converted to 0 

(negative class), else 1 (positive class). This leads to 225421 samples with a class label of 0, i.e. 

no lost sales, and 74349 with a class label of 1, i.e. lost sales. The total estimated amount of lost 

sales with class label 0 is less than 2 percent. Hence, even if we correctly predict all of our samples, 

we would still miss out on 2 percent of lost sales. Furthermore, recall that Aurelius is interested in 

identifying products at risk of lost sales before the event occurs. We lag the data one month. With 

this time horizon, we have sufficient data within a season to train our machine learning algorithm, 

and enough time for Aurelius to mitigate lost sales of products with a lead time smaller than a 

month. 

Numerical Features 

All figures are presented in Appendix A – Data Visualization, covering lead time, 

confirmed bookings, estimated demand, inventory, and historic lost sales. The figures show the 

fraction of samples with binary lost sales per bin of the respective variable on the left y-axis, while 
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on the right y-axis the total amount of estimated lost sales is shown. By doing so, we can identify 

which ranges of values are likely to have future lost sales by looking at the fraction and verify 

whether they are significantly impacting the total amount of estimated lost sales by looking at the 

right x-axis. Hence, we are interested in bins with both a high fraction and high total amount of 

estimated lost sales. Note that the data is lagged one month. Per example, in the bin of confirmed 

bookings (0,100], roughly 0.2 of the samples in this bin have lost sales in a month, which account 

for 60000 estimated lost sales. 

If we look at lead time (Figure 1), two things stand out. Firstly, the first bin with the shortest 

lead time has a relatively high fraction of lost sales of around 0.4, accounting for 100.000 total 

estimated lost sales, which is quite surprising, since inventory of products with a low lead time 

should have higher availability due to short replenishment time. Secondly, the bin (80,90] has a 

fraction of lost sales of 0.9, although the total estimated amount of lost sales is negligible (1224). 

 

Figure 1. Fraction of binary historic lost sales per lead time group (grey bars), total estimated lost sales 
per lead time group (red bars). A value of 20 on the x-axis represents the lead time group (10,20]. 

Confirmed bookings, estimated demand, and historic lost sales show similar distributions, 

which is expected since estimated demand consists of historic confirmed bookings and historic 
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lost sales (Figure A16, Figure A17, Figure A19). As the fraction of lost sales per bin increases, the 

volume of total estimated lost sales decreases, this holds for each variable. The largest total 

estimated lost sales is at the first bin, which we expect since when there are low confirmed 

bookings, it is likely that a part of the order has been rejected, leading to a high amount of total 

estimated lost sales. Again, since estimated demand is primarily based on confirmed bookings and 

estimated lost sales, which we discuss in more detail in the next chapter, we observe this for all 

three graphs. Inventory follows the same reasoning, the lower the inventory, the more likely orders 

have been rejected, the higher the estimated amount of lost sales (Figure A18). Therefore, the first 

bin has the largest total estimated lost sales. 

Perhaps most importantly is the size curve (Figure 2). The fraction of samples with lost 

sales is spread out evenly across the x-axis, with exception of bin (0.7,0.75], which includes a 

subset of the product in the lead time bin (80,90] that we saw earlier. More interestingly is the total 

amount of estimated lost sales. We can see a clear drop in total estimated lost sales starting at bin 

(0.25,0.3]. It seems that products with a low size curve have a likelihood of being lost sales similar 

to products with a relatively high size curve, however, the magnitude of the former is severely 

larger. This could prove a useful feature in predicting future lost sales. 

 

Figure 2 Fraction of binary historic lost sales per size curve group (grey bars), total estimated lost sales 
per size curve group (red bars). A value of 0.7 on the x-axis represents the size curve group (0.65,0.7]. 
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Lastly, we observe that products which have had lost sales one month ago, are likely to 

have lost sales the next month, i.e. 52% of all samples have both historic and future lost sales. 

Again, this could prove a useful feature in predicting lost sales. 

Categorical Features 

All figures are presented in Appendix A – Data Visualization, including category, division, 

gender age, plant, key silhouettes, and key sizes. The figures show the fraction of samples with 

binary lost sales per category of the respective categorical variable on the left y-axis, while on the 

right y-axis the total amount of estimated lost sales is shown. Since we have 8 different categories, 

3 divisions, 5 gender ages, and 4 plants we can include all of these variables as dummy features in 

the modelling stage without blowing up the dimensionality of our data set (Table 4). However, 

sizes and silhouettes are too large to convert directly to dummy features, therefore we need to 

include the most important ones based on total estimated amount of lost sales in conjunction with 

the fraction of lost sales.  

Category soccer, division apparel, gender age mens, plant 1060 and 1064 are the most 

problematic categories in terms of total estimated lost sales and fraction of lost sales (Figure A20 

- Figure A23). For the key silhouettes, backpack has the highest fraction of lost sales with a 

relatively high amount of total estimated lost sales, and low top has the highest amount of total 

estimated lost sales (Figure A24). Short sleeve top, pant and bra don’t seem that interesting, with 

both a low fraction of lost sales and amount of total estimated lost sales. Therefore, we exclude 

these three in the modelling stage. For the key sizes, MISC has the highest fraction of lost sales 

with a relatively high amount of total estimated lost sales, and size medium has the highest amount 

of total estimated lost sales (Figure A25). Size 9, 9.5, 10, and 2XL all have relatively low fraction 

of lost sales and a low amount of total estimated lost sales, which we exclude from further analysis. 
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3.2. Lost Sales Sensitivity Analysis 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide insights and implications for adjusting the lost 

sales estimate. Firstly, we provide basic understanding of the current lost sales estimate. Secondly, 

we analyse contradictions in the formula with current research to motivate adjusting the lost sales 

estimate. 

𝑙𝑡𝑖 = %
∑ (𝑏𝑥𝑖 + 𝑙𝑥𝑖 )𝑡−1
𝑥=𝑡−28

28
− (𝑏𝑡𝑖 + 𝐼𝑂𝐻𝑡(𝑒𝑛𝑑)𝑖 )6

+

 

 
Eq5 

 

Symbol Description 
𝑙𝑡𝑖  Amount of estimated lost sales l at day t for a product at size level i. 
𝑏𝑥𝑖  Amount of confirmed bookings b at day x for a product at size level i. 

𝐼𝑂𝐻𝑡(𝑒𝑛𝑑)𝑖  Amount of on-hand inventory available, for a product at size level i at day t, after 
fulfilling any confirmed demand for the day. 

The first part reflects the estimated true demand, of which the current bookings and 

inventory are subtracted. If the estimated true demand is higher than the confirmed bookings and 

the remaining inventory, Aurelius captures lost sales. The estimated true demand consists of the 

average of the sum of confirmed bookings and lost sales of the past 28 days; 90% of the estimate 

stems from historic confirmed bookings. Historic lost sales are used to calculate current lost sales. 

Lost sales are not calculated for products until they are 14 days beyond the product’s offer date; 

and once a product is 14 days beyond its offer date, only as many days in the calculation are used 

that are beyond the offer date. For example, if only 15 days beyond the offer date, then it calculates 

the expected daily demand for the 15 days based on the bookings; once numbers for the estimated 

lost sales are greater than zero, they are included in calculating the expected daily demand.  

The reasoning behind the circular reference of lost sales is as follows. If you begin limiting 

the lost sales calculation to what was shipped (confirmed bookings) you will use (at some point in 

time) daily demand values that are less than the true market demand. In other words, if you neglect 
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the historic lost sales and you have been out of stock for the last 28 days you are still losing sales, 

even though the confirmed bookings will be zero (since you can only confirm bookings when there 

is inventory available), therefore your lost sales for that day will be zero (according to the formula 

without historic lost sales). It is common practice that retailers do not order everything they need 

when they know Aurelius does not have the supply available, therefore Aurelius is not able to 

capture the true market demand. Hence, they capture the true market demand by looking at the 

confirmed bookings and the estimated lost sales. Now that we provided a basic understanding of 

the current lost sales estimate, we compare the findings of the literature review with the formula 

to possibly adjust it.  

Firstly, Nahmias (1994) states that when a company forecasts demand, promotions are 

filtered out of the process. Since we do not look at the retailer forecast, but at the production order 

forecast, promotions are not filtered out since data on this is not available. An implementation 

could be to let retailers fill out a checkbox whether they are requesting a product that is currently 

in promotion, since products in promotion can skew the demand distribution. By having insights 

on when a product is in promotion, true demand can be measured more accurately by looking at 

the promotional trend and consequently, can be downscaled accordingly. 

Secondly, Aurelius does not implicitly attach a cost of loss of goodwill to each stock-out 

but assumes the higher the lost sales the more loss of goodwill there will be. To clarify the problem, 

if low value items are often out of stock Aurelius deducts from the cost of lost sales that there is 

only a small loss in trust. Ouyang et al. (1996) provide a more plausible interpretation than simply 

guessing by including a product dependent cost of loss of goodwill 𝝅. However, it remains 

ambiguous how to quantify this cost. Since it’s hard to quantify the impact of a stock-out on 

goodwill, management decided not to adjust the calculation of cost of lost sales. 
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Thirdly, all discussed inventory models consider partial lost sales by multiplying the 

expected shortage by 𝜷 or 𝒖, while Aurelius assumes all excess demand is lost. This finding is 

tackled by the business owner of the lost sales estimation, Bruce McGaffey, as follows: due to the 

timing of the demand the backorder assumption does not seem feasible for Aurelius. Recall that, 

among other things, the lost sales estimation serves as input for predicting future demand. If we 

assume backorders, it’s even harder to track what the true market demand is for a given week, i.e. 

we do not know what the initially required market demand is for that given week since backorders 

can be scattered across multiple weeks. They agree that this might be an overestimation of the truth 

but is more straightforward to calculate.   

Fourthly, the main problem in this formula is that an estimate is used to calculate another 

estimate. Hence, they stack estimation error upon estimation error, leading to an increasingly 

inaccurate representation of true demand and consequently lost sales. To solve this Aurelius needs 

to have more insights in the true market demand. Unfortunately, we are not able to estimate demand 

distribution parameters based on sales data, since there is no data available when sales is not equal 

to demand (Nahmias, 1994). An implementation could be to let retailers fill out their desired 

quantity, and their requested quantity, so that Aurelius is aware what the retailer wants and can 

adjust the forecast accordingly.   

Fifthly, when the decision is made to produce a product at a different plant, the inventory 

is transferred to the new plant, while the estimated true demand for the original plant stays positive 

since it considers the past 28 days, leading to lost sales for the original plant, while the product is 

being produced at a different plant. When this occurs, lost sales are inaccurately observed. This 

can be simply solved by transferring the estimated true demand to the new plant and setting the 

estimated true demand for the original plant to zero. 
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Lastly, if we rewrite the current formula and leave out t and i for simplicity, we can show 

that true market demand is the expected value following a uniform distribution of historical 

confirmed bookings plus historical lost sales: 

𝑬(𝑫) =C𝒃𝒙𝒇(𝒃𝒙) +C𝒍𝒙𝒇(𝒍𝒙)
𝒏

𝒙N𝟏

𝒏

𝒙N𝟏

=C(𝒍𝒙 + 𝒃𝒙)𝒇(𝒍𝒙 + 𝒃𝒙) =
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Eq6 

However, the distribution of confirmed bookings is likely to show seasonality, since 

retailers often order once at the beginning of the week. In other words, it is likely that aggregated 

demand over all products is higher in the beginning of the week than at the end of the week. 

Therefore, a uniform distribution which assumes all days to be equal, might not be an accurate 

estimation of the demand, since it does not account for weekly seasonality. 

To validate this, we look at the distribution of confirmed bookings throughout the week, 

under the condition that confirmed bookings are less than inventory. It is known that retailers have 

insights on Aurelius’ inventory and order less than they need when insufficient inventory is 

available. Hence, when confirmed bookings are less than inventory, sufficient inventory is 

available, and we assume that retailers order the quantities they need. Given the available data, 

this is the most feasible approach to estimate the distribution of true demand throughout the week. 

From this distribution we extract a daily seasonality factor, which we use to calculate a new 

estimation of true demand by multiplying the old estimation of true demand by the seasonality 

factor for that respective day. From there on we can calculate a new estimation of lost sales and 

compare the results with the current estimation. 

The current season is still in progress, and the last season contains different promotional 

days which skews the demand (e.g. Black Friday, Cyber Monday, Christmas). Therefore, we look 

at the season from July 1st to September 30th (2018FA). Note that if we take multiple seasons, 
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demand will fluctuate due to seasonality, changes in price, and products entering and leaving the 

product mix. Season 2018FA includes 244 unique products of AA type regular AA. 

 

Figure 3 (left) actual amounts of estimated demand, confirmed bookings, and estimated lost sales, 
aggregated on day of the week, summed over 2018FA for 244 products of regular AA; (right) percentages 

of the same measures, aggregated on day of the week, divided by the total of 2018FA. The black dotted 
line represents the average distribution of estimated demand if the amount of estimated demand would be 

the same for every day. 

Above we show two bar charts (Figure 3). The left graph represents the actual amount of 

estimated demand, confirmed bookings, and estimated lost sales, grouped by day of the week, 

summed over the whole season, while the right graph represents the percentages (aggregated sum 

by day divided by the total of the season). From both graphs we can clearly see that a weekly 

seasonal pattern is present. More than half of the demand (confirmed bookings) arrives on Monday 

and Tuesday. The estimated demand is spread out evenly throughout the week due to not 

accounting for seasonality and assuming every day is equal (hovering around the black dotted line 

on the right plot), except for Saturday when no demand is incoming. Surprisingly, there are a few 

bookings coming in on Sunday, which according to Supply and Inventory Planning, should not 

occur, since retailers know this is not allowed. However, this is a negligible fraction compared to 

the demand coming in on Monday to Friday. On the contrary, the estimated lost sales on Sunday 

are relatively large, which is due to the low amount of confirmed bookings, while the demand 

estimate is high. In an ideal situation, estimated demand should follow the distribution of 

confirmed bookings, assuming that confirmed bookings is the best representation of true demand. 
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By not accounting for seasonality, estimated demand does not follow retailer ordering behaviour, 

which results in high estimated lost sales, on the wrong days (especially on Sunday). 

To calculate the daily seasonality factor, we divide the actual confirmed bookings on all 

weekdays by the average confirmed bookings throughout the week for the whole season. This 

results in the following seasonality factors (Table 5), which we will multiply times the current 

demand estimate, to retrieve a demand estimate that follows the ordering behaviour of the retailer. 

Given the seasonality factors, we expect to see changes in estimated demand on Monday, Tuesday, 

and Sunday, which could consequently result in changes in total estimated lost sales. 

Table 5 Seasonality factor per day of the week, based on when confirmed bookings is smaller than inventory. 

Day of the week Seasonality factor 
Monday 1.62 
Tuesday 1.49 
Wednesday 0.94 
Thursday 0.93 
Friday 0.98 
Saturday 0.00 
Sunday 0.04 

In Figure 4 we present our results. Same visualization as in Figure 3, where the black dotted 

line on the right bar chart roughly represents the current distribution of estimated demand 

throughout the week. Multiplying the current estimated demand by the seasonality factors, results 

in a higher estimated demand on Monday and Friday, and lower on Sunday. Since the amount of 

confirmed bookings and inventory does not change (recall we look at historical data), the estimated 

lost sales increases on Monday to Friday, and drops on Sunday compared to estimated lost sales 

using the old demand estimate. The difference between lost sales when including weekly 

seasonality leads to a reduction of total amount of estimated lost sales of -5% (from 15% to 10%). 

This number is validated by the Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) stockouts, which is the current 

system in place at the DC that accurately captures a subset of the lost sales, measuring around 10%, 
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i.e. 10% of estimated demand results in a lost sale. In Chapter 6 we discuss the implications for 

the acquired results. 

 

Figure 4 (left) actual amounts of new estimated demand, confirmed bookings, and new estimated lost 
sales, aggregated on day of the week, summed over 2018FA for 458 products of regular AA; (right) 

percentages of the same measures, aggregated on day of the week, divided by the total of 2018FA. The 
black dotted line represents the average distribution of estimated demand if the amount of estimated 

demand would be the same for every day. 

3.3. Data preparation 

The outcomes of the previous sub chapter will be implemented at Aurelius. Hence, our 

classification algorithms aim at predicting the new lost sales estimate, converted to a binary output, 

rather than the old one. In this sub chapter we prepare our data so that we can use it in our 

classification algorithms. We check our data set for missing values and outliers, convert categorical 

features into dummy features, look into feature scaling, check for multicollinearity, and discuss 

balancing the data set. 

Following from Table 3, with median and mean for the majority of the features at zero, we 

conclude that our data set is heavily skewed to the right. To check for outliers, we created a function 

which drops samples that fall outside 1.5 the interquartile range above the 3rd quartile and below 

the 1st quartile. As expected, due to the skewedness, roughly 30% of our data samples are 

considered to be outliers. Furthermore, because the data set is so heavily skewed, applying a log 

transformation to centralize our data did not help significantly. Most probably outliers occur due 

to large orders being placed at once, compared to the majority of small orders. It is important that 
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our classification algorithm learns from these data samples, to predict more accurately when a new 

large order is requested. Therefore, we decide to remove no outliers, and if the performance of our 

classification algorithm is undesirable, we train the model using the reduced data set or cluster the 

products based on order magnitude. Furthermore, while we created the data set, we did not allow 

features that had missing values, therefore there were no missing values present. 

Next, the classification algorithms cannot handle categorical features due to two reasons. 

First, let’s say we have plant 1060, and 1061. If we would convert these samples to 1060, and 1061 

respectively, the algorithm would assume this feature to be ordinal, hence 1061 is greater than 

1060, leading to wrong identified patterns. Secondly, most classification algorithms can only 

handle numerical data, therefore, strings like, shorts, cannot be used. The solution to this is to 

convert categorical features into dummy features. For instance, we create a feature named shorts, 

and if the product is a short, it gets a 1-value for shorts, else 0. If we look at Table 4 and convert 

all categorical features to dummy features, we would end up with 200+ features, blowing up the 

dimensionality of our data set. Therefore, we use findings from Chapter 3.1 to see which values of 

the categorical features are redundant in predicting estimated lost sales. Plant, Gender Age, 

Division, and Category can be directly converted to dummy variables, whereas for Size and 

Silhouette, we consider the 10 categories with the highest total estimated lost sales, which have a 

high fraction of lost sales as well. For Size these are XS, S, M, L, MISC, and XL, and for Silhouette 

these are short sleeve t-shirt, short, low top, gym sack, duffel grip drum, crew sock, and backpack. 

We are aware that we neglect silhouettes and sizes with a high frequency of lost sales outside of 

the 10 categories with the highest estimated lost sales. However, these values for total estimated 

lost sales are negligible compared to the rest, and therefore by excluding them should not lead to 

undesirable performance. If so, we review if we are missing out on key silhouettes and sizes. 
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Given the dimensionality of our data set, it is important to apply feature scaling to the 

continuous variables, in order to make the respective classification algorithm converge faster. The 

reasoning behind this is presented in Appendix B. However, the downside is that it’s hard to 

interpret a scaled feature later on. Since interpretation is important to verify the root causes of lost 

sales, we first check for multicollinearity, before deciding whether to feature scale or not. 

Apart from converting categorial to dummy variables, LR requires interdependence among 

features. In other words, there should be no significant correlation between the independent 

variables. To check for this, we provide a correlation matrix (Appendix C4 – Classification 

algorithms assumptions Figure C32), applying the rule of thumb that when the correlation is 

greater than 0.5, there exists a correlation, and subsequently exclude the independent variable with 

the lowest correlation with the dependent variable. There exist many correlations between the 

features. The most noteworthy features to drop are estimated demand, confirmed bookings, 

estimated lost sales, inventory, and estimated cost of lost sales. Recall, that estimated demand, 

confirmed bookings, estimated lost sales, and inventory, stem from the same formula and all 

depend on each other. Binary historic lost sales has the highest correlation with the dependent 

variable and is therefore included. Note, that lead time is the only numerical feature left not in 

between the range of 0 and 1. Since we would need to apply feature scaling to this feature and the 

size curve, because we need to apply feature scaling to all numerical features, with the limitation 

discussed above, we exclude it for now for further analysis.  

Lastly, we need to look at balancing the data set, since we have more products that do not 

have lost sales, compared to products that do have lost sales, with a ratio of 3:1. Current 

classification problems consider imbalanced data sets with ratios of 100:1 or bigger. Multiple 

studies show the positive effects of balancing out this ratio on classifier performance, measured 
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by AUC, by applying SMOTE. However, there are three reasons why we do not apply SMOTE. 

Firstly, given our data set, it is a tedious process to create artificial products. We need to consider 

the same balance of products within each category, division, gender age, size, and silhouette. 

Furthermore, an artificial product cannot have multiple categories. Secondly, we would increase 

the dimensionality of our data set even further, by increasing the number of positive samples, 

leading to a high computation time. Thirdly, compared to current literature the class imbalance is 

less drastic and might not have a significant effect on classifier performance. 

To summarize, if classifier performance after the data preparation stage is still undesirable, 

we can: (1) cluster products based on order magnitude or drop outliers, (2) extend the conversion 

of categorial features to include more categories, (3) include and feature scale lead time, and (4) 

balance our data set. 
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4. Results 

4.1. General classification algorithm optimization process 

To describe our classification problem more formally, the goal is, given the pre-processed 

dataset, to learn a hypothesis function so that this function is an accurate predictor for the 

corresponding output value. In other words, the hypothesis function maps our input variables to a 

single binary outcome variable, i.e. lost sales. A positive class label (y=1) refers to a product on 

size level having a lost sale the next month, while a negative class label (y=0) refers to a product 

not having a lost sale (recall the goal of the predictive modelling, i.e. predict one month in advance). 

Next, we discuss the general overview of building an optimal classification algorithm. In the 

subsequent paragraphs we will discuss the specific mechanics more in depth. 

Firstly, we split the data into a training (60%), validation (20%), and a test set (20%) 

(Figure 5). The training set fits an initial hypothesis function to the training examples by tuning 

the parameters. The optimal values for the parameters are found using an optimization algorithm, 

while maximizing a certain scoring metric. 

Secondly, the validation set is used to independently optimize the hypothesis function 

further. We do not want to select optimal features, optimize hyperparameters, and set the optimal 

decision threshold using the training set. If we do, the resulting model becomes less generalizable 

since the hyperparameters are specifically fit and trained to the training data. Moreover, the 

validation set is used to check the underlying assumptions of the used classification algorithms. 
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Figure 5 Classification algorithm optimization general process. 

Thirdly, we use the test set to measure how well our model can generalize to unseen data. 

It is important that during the model building and optimization process we do not use the test set, 

so that we can provide an unbiased estimate of the generalizability of the model (this is precisely 

why we introduced the validation set). The final hypothesis function includes (1) the optimal 

parameters following from the training set; (2) the optimal hyperparameters, (3) features, and (4) 

decision threshold, following from the validation set. 

The chapter is outlined as follows. First, we introduce the aforementioned scoring metrics 

which we use to optimize our hypothesis function (Chapter 4.2). Second, we discuss the chosen 

classification algorithms with respect to general understanding, underlying assumptions (if 

applicable), feature selection, and hyperparameter optimization (Chapter 4.3). Lastly, we present 

the results of the tuned models (Chapter 4.4). 
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4.2. Evaluation metrics 

To evaluate between different classification algorithms, it is important to have a single 

evaluation metric. When we have an imbalanced data set, we need to carefully take a look at our 

performance metric. This is best explained by an example. 

Suppose we train a LR model on an imbalanced data set of 1000 examples and find that 

that we correctly predict the outcome variable 99% of the time. However, only 0.5% of our labelled 

dataset has y=1 whereas the other 99.5% has an outcome of y=0. If we would not train a 

classification model to this dataset but predict y = 0 to all data examples, we would correctly 

predict the outcome variable 99.5% of the time. According to this metric, our second attempt 

outperforms the LR model. However, we know nothing about how many data examples of the 

minority and majority classes are predicted correctly, thus cannot conclude by this metric which 

model outperforms the other. Note that it is more important that we correctly predict lost sales, 

than that we wrongly predict a product that will not have lost sales, due to the costs of lost sales 

and loss of goodwill outweighing the inventory costs. Hence, we need a performance metric which 

takes above limitations into account. 

A common applied metric for classification problems to evaluate performance more 

accurately than the classification accuracy metric is the confusion matrix and its derivations. Given 

two classes the confusion matrix comprises a 2x2 matrix representing classification outputs that 

show the number of true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positive (FP), and false negatives 

(FN) (Table 6). 

Table 6 Confusion matrix for a binary classification problem. 

  Predicted class label 
  Positive Negative 
Actual 

class label 
Positive True positive (TP) False negative (FN) 
Negative False positive (FP) True negative (TN) 
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The entries in the confusion matrix are denoted as: 

• True Positive (TP) refers to the number of positive date examples correctly predicted as 

positive by the hypothesis function. 

• True Negative (TN) refers to the number of negative data examples correctly predicted as 

negative by the hypothesis function. 

• False Positive (FP) refers to the number of negative date examples incorrectly predicted as 

positive by the hypothesis function. 

• False Negative (FN) refers to the number of positive data examples incorrectly predicted 

as negative by the hypothesis function. 

From these entries we can form the following two performance metrics: 

𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 =	
𝑻𝑷

𝑻𝑷 + 𝑭𝑷 Eq7 

𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍𝒍 = 	
𝑻𝑷

𝑻𝑷 + 𝑭𝑵 Eq8 

Intuitively, Eq7 represents the fraction that we actually have lost sales for all products for 

which we predicted they have lost sales, whereas Eq8 represents the fraction of products that we 

correctly predicted as lost sales of all products that actually do have lost sales. Now suppose we 

apply the second equation to our example above where we predict every data point as negative, 

we get zero TP thus zero recall.  

We want to be sure on our lost sales predictions (high TP) and care less about predicting a 

no lost sale wrong (FP), we will want to have a low FN. Hence, we care more about a high recall, 

than a high precision. When we discuss the setting of the optimal decision boundary in the next 

paragraph, we motivate our choice in more detail between the precision-recall trade-off.  

4.3. Classification algorithms optimization 

In this paragraph we discuss the selected features and optimal hyperparameters for the 

chosen classification algorithms, following from the procedure provided in Figure 5. A detailed 
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description of the cost functions of each classification algorithm is shown in  Appendix C1 – 

Classification Algorithms Cost Functions to provide a brief introduction on the mechanics behind 

the algorithms. Since SVM was computationally expensive to retrieve optimal results and the other 

algorithms provided useful results, we dropped it from further optimization. An explanation of the 

computation time of SVM is presented in Appendix C2 – Support Vector Machine computation 

time. The feature selection procedure to counter overfitting and hyperparameter optimization is 

presented in Appendix C3 – Feature Selection and Hyperparameter Optimization. Lastly, a 

discussion on the assumption of each classification algorithm is summarized in Appendix C4 – 

Classification algorithms assumptions.  

4.4. Performance summarization 

Recall that we started with four different classification algorithms: LR, NN, SVM, and DT. 

Since NN and SVM are considered to be high-accuracy black box classifiers, i.e., studying the 

underlying structures of both models won’t give any valuable insights on the structure of the 

hypothesis function. In other words, we cannot see how the features interact with the target variable, 

making it impossible to deduct root causes from these models. That’s the reason why we introduced 

LR an DT, of which we can get insights on the optimal hypothesis function, meaning that we can 

interpret the direction and the magnitude of the effect of the features on our target variable.  

In the table below we present the results of the chosen optimized machine learning models 

with respect to recall, and precision on the test set.  

Table 7 Performance measured by precision and recall for NN, LR, DT (optimal), and DT (key features). 

Classification algorithm Recall score 
(on test set) 

Precision score 
(on test set) 

Neural Networks 0.9803 0.9602 
Logistic Regression 0.9750 0.9559 
Decision tree (optimal) 0.9676 0.9477 
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As expected, NN outperforms LR and DT in both performance metrics. All classification 

algorithms have a higher recall score than precision, due to the setting of the decision boundary as 

previously discussed. In the next paragraph we discuss the interpretation of the outputs of LR and 

DT. 
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5. Discussion 

5.1. Classification output interpretation 

In this section we discuss analyse LR and DT in more detail to show which features play 

an important role in predicting the target variable. 

In the figure below we visualized the probabilities for each data sample for products with 

and without future lost sales, which gives us insight how well we are able to predict both the 

positive and the negative class (Figure 6). From the left graph, which are the products without 

future lost sale, we can deduct that we are confident in predicting whether a product will not have 

future lost sales, since roughly 99% of our estimated probabilities lie inside the range of 0-10%. 

Meaning that these products have a 0-10% probability of being a future lost sale, or vice versa, a 

90-100% probability of not being a future lost sale. The remaining products are expected to be a 

lost sale with a very high probability. From the right graph, which are the product with future lost 

sale, we can deduct that we are relatively less confident in predicting whether a product will have 

future lost sales (compared to product without future lost sales). This is likely due to the class 

imbalance: the model has less samples to train on positive labels, which causes the model to be 

less accurate for positive classes. However, the majority of the products has a probability greater 

than 70%, therefore we are still fairly confident in estimating the probability of these products 

correctly.  
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Figure 6 Left: histogram of fraction of products without future lost sales for each “probability of lost 
sales”- group. Right: histogram of fraction of products with future lost sales for each “probability of lost 

sales”- group. 

To quantify the effect of the features on our target variable, we look at the values of the 

coefficients and the odds ratio. The latter is introduced since it provides a more intuitive 

understanding of the effects. LR generates the parameters of a formula to predict the logit 

transformation of the probability of a certain outcome. In the form of: 

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡	𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒)

= 𝜃i + 6.03 ∗ ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡. 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡	𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 + 0.84 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑙opqrspqr + 0.67 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒vHwq + 0.67

∗ 𝑐𝑎𝑡opwryzop{{ + 0.58 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑙q}y~𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑘 − 0.74 ∗ 𝑐𝑎𝑡vyM − 0.95 ∗ 𝑐𝑎𝑡�z�y} − 1.60

∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑙z�s − 2.66 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒	𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒	 

The above coefficients represent the feature weights. If a coefficient is strongly positive, 

like historic lost sales, it means that the feature is highly correlated with the positive class (future 

lost sales). On the other hand, when a coefficient is strongly negative, like the size curve, it means 

that the feature is highly correlated with the negative class (no future lost sales).  

Note that is hard to interpret these feature weights, and a more intuitive explanation follow 

from the odds ratios, which are defined as the ratio of the probability of a lost sale and the 

probability of no lost sale. We retrieve the odds ratio by taking the exponential of the coefficients 

(Table 4). Per example, if a product had historic lost sales, the odds of having future lost sales are 
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414 to 1. Note that the odds ratio can never be smaller than zero. Per example, the higher the size 

curve for a product, the lower the odds of having future lost sale, vice versa, the lower the size 

curve, the higher the odds of having future lost sales. The feature silhouette backpack is the only 

feature that is not statistically significant on a 95% confidence interval (p-value > 0.05). Clearly, 

the most important feature is whether a product had historic lost sales.  

Table 8 Features and the corresponding odds ratios of LR model. 

Feature Odds 
ratio 

p-value 

Historic lost sales 414.6 0.00 
Backpack (silhouette) 2.3 0.67 
MISC (size) 1.9 0.00 
Basketball (category) 1.9 0.00 
Crew sock (silhouette) 1.8 0.00 
Mens (gender-age) 0.5 0.00 
Other (category) 0.4 0.00 
Short-sleeve top 
(silhouette) 

0.2 0.00 

Size curve 0.0 0.00 
Recall that our optimal DT consists of the following settings: minimum decision node split 

of 2, minimum leaf split of 1, 10 features, tree depth 14, and an optimal decision threshold of 0.3. 

Since the tree depth and number of features is quite large, i.e. highly dimensional decision tree, 

it’s impossible to plot and interpret the resulting decision tree. That’s why we decide to build a 

decision tree based on the most important features. In this way, we can interpret the most important 

features more clearly, and compare performance with the optimal decision tree with the settings as 

described above. From the LR model, we are quite confident that historic lost sales is the most 

important feature in predicting future lost sales. However, it remains ambiguous which of the 

remaining features we should include in our downsized DT. Therefore, we will apply a random 

forest to measure feature importance, which output we will use to motivate our choice for selecting 

features to build the downsized DT. 
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The random forest algorithms is roughly speaking an aggregation of numerous decision 

trees. First, a random subset of the data is selected, where samples can be selected more than once, 

which results in a bootstrapped dataset. Second, we create a decision tree using the bootstrapped 

dataset but only use a subset of features at each split. In other words, instead of considering all 

features to split the root node, a randomly selected subset of features is considered. This procedure 

is repeated 100 times, resulting in 100 different decision trees, using different features. The random 

forest algorithm trains by varying the amount of randomly selected subset of features, and picking 

the optimal amount, by using the out-of-bag dataset (which are the samples that are not included 

in the bootstrapped dataset). To calculate the feature importance, for each feature for each decision 

tree, the entropy measure is calculated and averaged over the trees in which the respective feature 

is considered. We chose to use the entropy measure since this was found to be optimal when 

building a single decision tree. Finally, the average entropy measures for the features are 

normalized to a value between 0 and 1, resulting in the relative feature importance. In the graph 

below the results of the random forest algorithm is presented, showing the 5 most important 

features (Figure 7). Note, that we only included the features that show no multicollinearity, since 

this can cause the relative feature importance to be inaccurate. The feature importance represents 

the relative importance of contributing to the decision whether a product will be a lost sale or not. 

It does not provide information whether this effect is positive or negative. However, this was 

covered by LR in the previous chapter. From the results we can confirm that historic lost sales is 

the most important feature, followed by size curve, which we will use to build the downsized DT. 

Surprisingly, the features that showed a relative high odds ratio, do not show up in the best 

performing features following from the random forest algorithm. 
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Figure 7 Relative feature importance of top 5 features (excluding features with an absolute correlation 
among features greater than 0.5) following from random forest algorithm using entropy measure. 

Note, that the optimal decision threshold for this DT was optimal for 0.7, instead of 0.3, 

leading to a recall of 0.86, and a precision of 0.84, which is roughly 0.1 lower than the optimal 

model (Figure 8). 

If a product has no historic lost sales, 123487/127044=0.97 of these products have no future 

lost sales. This means that if a product did not have lost sales, it is very likely it won’t have lost 

sales in the future. Vice versa, if a product did have lost sales, 25956/27841=0.93 of these products 

do have future lost sales. 

 

Figure 8 Decision tree with max tree depth 2 for features size curve and historic lost sales. 
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The next split is based on the size curve. We start with the right split of the tree, for products 

that have historic lost sales. If a product did have historic lost sales, and a size curve smaller than 

0.005, 17760/25956=0.68 of these have future lost sales. In other words, products with a low size 

curve are fairly likely to be a future lost sale, given it had historic lost sales. If we go further down, 

if that product has a size curve between 0.005 and 0.585, 7508/8196=0.92 of these have future lost 

sales. This confirms the observation that a low size curve seems problematic. 

On the left split of the tree (products that do not have historic lost sales). If a product has a 

size curve smaller than 0.595, 1857/1885=0.99 of these have lost sales. Note although that in 

absolute numbers, this portion is a lot smaller compared to the right side of the split. If we go 

further down, we can see that the majority of these products have a fairly low size curve (as 

expected), and the products that do have a high size curve generally have no future lost sales. 

Furthermore, the lower the size curve, i.e. size curve < 0.155, the higher the likelihood they will 

have future lost sales (1284/1857=0.69 future lost sales). 

 

Figure 9 Histogram of fraction of products without historic lost sales, without future lost sales, for each 
size curve group. 
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Figure 10 Histogram of fraction of products with historic lost sales, without future lost sales, for each 
size curve group. 

If we look at the histograms of products with historic lost sales for each size group for 

future, and no future lost sales, we can see more clearly what’s going on (Figure 9-10). In the upper 

graph we do not see a difference in size curve distribution for products with and without future 

lost sales, given they did not have historic lost sales. While in the bottom graph, we can clearly 

see a difference in size curve distribution for products with and without future lost sales, given 

they did have historic lost sales. That is, products with historic lost sales with a size curve between 

0 and 0.1, are very likely to have future lost sales.  

To elaborate on this, we looked at the correlation between products with historic lost sales 

for varying size curves and future lost sales (Figure 11). We can observe that the size curve has no 

effect on future lost sales for products without historic lost sales, while it has an effect for products 

with historic lost sales. Furthermore, the correlation with future lost sales increases as the size 

curve decreases. This confirms our finding that products with historic lost sales and a relatively 

low size curve are very likely to have future lost sales. In the next chapter we will analyse this 

phenomenon. 
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Figure 11 Correlation matrix for products with and without historic lost sales under varying size curves. 
Left y-axis size curve ranging from 0 to 1, right y-axis correlation, left column products without historic 

lost sales, right column products with historic lost sales. 

5.2. Size curve analysis 

In the previous section we observed that the distribution of size curves for products with 

historic lost sales and future lost sales is different compared to products without historic lost sales 

and with future lost sales. The first group has 80% of the samples in the size curve group 0-10%, 

whereas the second group has 50% of the samples in the same size curve group (Figure 10). In this 

section, we analyse the process of measuring the size curve to explain this phenomenon. 

The size curve is based on the historical bookings of the past 9 months. If there is no 

historical data available, the historical bookings of the past 9 months of a comparable product is 

used in determining the size curve for the new product. The performance management team sets 

the initial size curve following this procedure. Consequently, supply and inventory planners update 

the size curve every season. Size curves are adjusted based on the difference between the old and 

the new size curve. If the difference is greater than 0.5, or if the percental difference is greater than 
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50%, the product is flagged. The supply and inventory planners adjust the size curve based on the 

flagged product-sizes, since it’s too time consuming to manually adjust every single size. 

There are two problems with this process which might explain the phenomenon described 

earlier. Firstly, since the size curve is based on historical bookings, estimated lost sales are not 

considered. Hence the current size curve measure misses the distribution of sizes which stem from 

the estimated lost sales. Per example, if a size curve of a particular product-size is low, but the 

estimated lost sales are relatively high compared to other sizes of that product, adding estimated 

lost sales to historical bookings would increase the size curve compared to the old size curve based 

on bookings (Figure 12). Recall that estimated lost sales = estimated demand – confirmed bookings 

– inventory. If the size curve increases by including estimated lost sales, assuming confirmed 

bookings stays constant, the amount of inventory for that particular product-size increases, which 

leads to a lower lost sales estimate, resulting in lower estimated demand (since estimated demand 

looks at the historical estimated lost sales). When estimated demand decreases, lost sales will 

decrease even more. Not including the lost sales estimate is likely harming retailer trust, because 

certain sizes are perpetually unavailable due to inaccurate size curves. 

 

Figure 12 Bar chart of size curve measure (based on historical orders) per size of product-code 454501-
001 compared to the size curve measure based on historical orders and historic estimated lost sales. 
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Secondly, there are two problems with the flagging of product-sizes to update the size curve. 

There is a flaw in the conditional formatting which flags the product, resulting in products with a 

size curve difference greater than 0.5 that are not flagged. Hence, these are not updated by the 

supply and inventory planners, resulting in incorrect size curves. Furthermore, if a size curve for 

a particular product-size would increase by 0.1 every season, which builds up to be quite a large 

difference, it is still not updated. 

To summarize, products with a low size curve and historic lost sales most likely have 

incorrect size curves. Since these products are prone to have lost sales, lost sales are not considered, 

and there are inadequacies in the updating of the size curve. 

Furthermore, to get a safety stock at size level, the safety stock is calculated at product 

level and subsequently multiplied by the size curve. There are two inherent problems with this 

procedure. Firstly, the size curve does not take demand variability on size level into account. In 

Figure 13 we compare the demand variability on size level (left) with the demand variability on 

product level (right). Over all products the estimated demand on product level shows higher 

variation than on size level. This is likely due to the fringe sizes that skew the demand variability. 

 

Figure 13 Histogram of standard deviation of estimated demand for all regular AA products of 2018FA 
(left on size level, right on product level). 
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Roughly 13% of the sizes show higher standard deviation in estimated demand compared 

to the standard deviation aggregated on product-level. Since the safety stock increases as the 

variability in demand increases, and the safety stock does not account for the difference in 

variability on size level, 13% of the sizes will be understocked, whereas 87% of the sizes will be 

overstocked. In Figure 14 we show an example of the difference between standard deviation of 

estimated demand on size level compared to aggregated on product level for a product. Products 

L and M have a higher size standard deviation than product variation, meaning that the resulting 

safety stock will be too low. Whereas sizes S and XL have a lower size standard deviation than 

product variation, resulting in a too high safety stock. Secondly, due the likelihood of incorrect 

size curves, as described above, and not accounting for demand variability at size level, the 

calculated safety stocks are most likely incorrect. Setting the optimal safety stock for each product-

size is out of the scope of this thesis. However, this brief analysis should serve as a motivation to 

account for variability in demand at size level, in order to set the safety stock more accurately.  

 

Figure 14 Bar chart of average standard deviation of estimated demand for product SX2554-101 for 
2018FA compared to aggregated on product level (red horizon line). 
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As a consequence of this research, we were able to update and implement the size curve 

including lost sales, of which we will be briefly summarize process and the expected impact.  

 

Figure 15 Histogram of distribution of size curve difference for season SU2019. 

The old size curve was updated using data regarding assortment from three different Excel 

files, and three different Teradata queries, and transforming it into a report. The new size curve 

includes the lost sales estimate, pulls data from one Excel file, and one query, and the report can 

be automatically uploaded to SAP, therefore solving the issue of manually updating only a subset 

of the size curves. In the figure below we visualized the impact of how the size curve changes over 

all products within AA EMEA. We can observe that there are roughly equal number of products 

which have a decrease in size curve, as there are with an increase in size curve. Which is expected 

since the size curve of each product adds up to 100%. 

 In the table below is an overview of the expected shortage for the current season if we 

assume the new size curve is correct (dollar value), and the expected excess inventory (amount).  
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Table 9 Expected excess inventory and expected shortage as a result of changing the size curve for all AA 
EMEA products SU2019. 

Global category Excess inventory Shortage 
Aurelius Sportswear 105,997 $ 4,143,793.22 
Basketball 1,200 $ 29,665.38 
Running 15,625 $ 537,553.80 
Woman Training 69,350 $ 2,534,661.95 
Young Athletes 78,621 $ 3,152,665.11 
Football/Soccer 13,489 $ 391,102.16 
Baseball 40,253 $ 1,486,397.48 
Other 78,511 $ 2,250,241.48 
 403,046 $ 15,526,080,58 

The expected shortage is calculated by taking the maximum of the difference between the 

new and the old size curve and zero, multiply it times the product estimated demand, and the profit 

for that product. Since the expected excess could not be accurately expressed in dollar value, we 

decided together with management to leave this out. The expected excess inventory is calculated 

by taking the maximum of the difference between the old and the new size curve and zero, and 

multiply it times the product estimated demand. Note that the difference of impact among 

categories stems from difference in the number of products of regular type within each category. 

Overall, the implementation of the new size curve could lead to a cost reduction of roughly 15 

million dollars and a reduction of holding 400.000 units, assuming that the new size curve is correct.  
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6. Conclusion and Recommendations 

In this section we summarize the answers to our research questions while providing 

implications, provide recommendations for future research, and discuss the limitations in this study. 

RQ1 Is the current lost sales estimate an accurate representation of the actual lost 
sales, based on current literature, company knowledge, and a sensitivity analysis? 

Based on the literature review and data analysis, we found six shortcomings of the current 

lost sales estimate.  

Firstly, retailer promotions are not filtered out, which leads to an unstable order behavior. 

To counter this, retailers could fill out a checkbox when they order, stating whether or not the 

respective product is in promotion at time of ordering. By having insights on when a product is in 

promotion, true demand can be measured more accurately by looking at the promotional trend and 

consequently, can be downscaled accordingly. 

Secondly, Ouyang et al. (1996) includes a loss of goodwill, e.g. it is more costly in terms 

of retailer trust to lose sales on high-end shoes than on socks, when measuring the cost of lost sales. 

Since it’s hard to quantify the impact of a stock-out on goodwill, management decided not to adjust 

the calculation of cost of lost sales. 

Thirdly, the lost sales estimate assumes all excess demand to be lost, which is not always 

the case. According to Aurelius they considered this. However, if they assume backorders, it’s even 

harder to track what the true market demand is for a given week, i.e. they do not know what the 

initially required market demand is for that given week since backorders can be scattered across 

multiple weeks. They agree that this might be an overestimation of the truth but is more 

straightforward to calculate.  

Fourthly, the current estimate stacks estimation error upon estimation error, since true 

market demand is not known. An implementation could be to let retailers fill out their desired 
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quantity, and their requested quantity, so that Aurelius is aware what the retailer wants and can 

adjust the forecast accordingly.  Furthermore, the shortcoming of assuming all excess demand to 

be lost could be eliminated, leading to a more accurate lost sales estimate. 

Lastly, the current estimate assumes that demand follows a uniform distribution, i.e. each 

day of demand is roughly the same, Monday to Sunday, even though there is no demand coming 

in during the weekend. Retailers place the majority of their orders on Monday and Tuesday, with 

the rest being spread out over Wednesday to Friday. Therefore, including a weekly seasonality 

factor would be a better approximation of true market demand.  

To summarize, by enabling retailers to enter whether a product is in promotion, fill out their 

desired and requested quantity, the backorder assumption can be eliminated, and lost sales can be 

calculated more accurately, as commonly applied in current literature, by Eq1. Furthermore, when 

a product switches to a different plant, the estimated true demand should switch to the same plant 

in the data base, since else false lost sales are recorded for the original plant. 

Aside from these recommendations, first steps have been taken to provide a more accurate 

lost sales estimate by accounting for the weekly order behavior of retailers when estimating true 

demand. This implementation resulted in a 5% decrease of total estimated lost sales for season 

2018FA for regular AA products.  This number is validated by the Electronic Data Interchange 

(EDI) stockouts, which is the current system in place at the DC that accurately captures a subset 

of the lost sales, measuring around 10%, i.e. 10% of estimated demand results in a lost sale. 

Consequently, since a portion of the demand forecast is based on the lost sales estimate, the 

forecasting accuracy should be more accurate as well, which leads to a decrease in lost sales. The 

same reasoning holds for the safety stock levels.   
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RQ2 Which machine learning models perform best in classifying whether a 
product is likely to have a lost sale or not, based on the size curve and 
product characteristics? 

  
 RQ2.1 What is the magnitude and the effect of the size curve and product 

characteristics on the lost sales estimate? 
 RQ2.1 Which products are likely to have lost sales? 

 

Based on the literature review, we considered NN, LR, DT, and SVM. We converted the 

continuous lost sales estimate to a binary output to use the earlier mentioned classification 

algorithms for the prediction task, i.e. predict whether a product on size level will have lost sales 

on a given day one month in advance. This was done since according to management it is more 

important to have a degree of certainty about a prediction (output classification algorithms), than 

to have a degree of certainty about the absolute magnitude of that prediction (performance measure 

regression algorithms). Together with stakeholders was decided that if a product on size level on a 

given day has less than 0.1% of the total amount of estimated lost sales for that product on size 

level for the whole season, it is converted to 0 (negative class), else 1 (positive class). Hence, even 

if we correctly predict all of our samples, we would still miss out on 2 percent of lost sales. 

NN has superior performance over the other models, with a recall of .9803 and precision 

of .9602.  

Building an optimal SVM was computationally too expensive given the data 

dimensionality of the data set. By reducing the dimensionality, lowering the regularization 

parameter C, and using a linear kernel, the model trained quicker, which lead to a recall of 0.8386 

and precision of 0.8139. Compared to the performance of the other classification algorithms it 

clearly underfits. Hence, given its inferior performance, it’s black box nature, and high 

computation time we excluded it from further analysis.  
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LR (recall 0.9750, precision 0.9559) and DT (recall 0.9676, precision 0.9477) were 

introduced to quantify the effect of the features on lost sales. Following from the parameters of the 

LR formula, historic lost sales, has the highest impact on lost sales, with an odds ratio of 414, i.e. 

if a product had historic lost sales, the odds of having future lost sales are 414 to 1. Apart from 

backpack (silhouette), all included product characteristics had a statistically significant effect on 

lost sales, however, their effect was quite negligible. Hence, we conclude that product 

characteristics have no significant impact on lost sales, given our prediction task. It could be if we 

look at a longer time horizon, certain product characteristics would have a seasonal pattern, leading 

to a higher impact on lost sales. Size curve had a negative coefficient of -2.6, which means that the 

lower the size curve the higher the probability a product has lost sales.  

Since our optimal decision tree had a max tree depth of 14, it was impossible to draw any 

conclusions from the built tree. Therefore, we performed a Random Forest algorithm to discover 

the feature importance of all included features. Historic lost sales and size curve, had the highest 

relative importance, measured by the Entropy measure. Therefore, we build a tree with these two 

features and max tree depth of 3 to analyze the decision rules. As expected, the root node was split 

by whether a product has had historic lost sales or not, 93% of the products that had historic lost 

sales, have future lost sales. The next splits were based on size curve, where we observed that the 

majority of the lost sales (of the 93%) stem from a size curve lower than 0.05 (68%), the whereas 

the remainder of the lost sales stem from a size curve between 0.05 and 0.585.  

Following from LR, Random Forest, and DT, we conclude that products with historic lost 

sales and a relatively low size curve are very likely to have future lost sales, where product 

characteristics did not have a significant impact on future lost sales.  

RQ3 Is the current size curve an accurate representation of the distribution of demand 
over the available sizes, based on company knowledge, and data analysis? 
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Following from the interpretation of the classification algorithms, the size curve seems to 

be inaccurate. If the size curve would be correct it should not have this much of an impact on 

historic lost sales. After performing interviews with relevant stakeholders and data analysis we 

discovered two issues with the current process.  

Firstly, the size curve does not include lost sales, hence not covering the true market 

demand. Secondly, not all sizes are being updated every season. An incorrect size curve leads to 

an incorrect safety stock, and demand forecast, since they are calculated at product level and 

multiplied by the size curve. By updating both the lost sales estimate and the size curve the derived 

safety stock and demand forecast should become more accurate, resulting in less lost sales.  

Updating the size curve to include the lost sales estimate and upload all size curves in one 

go to SAP leads to an expected shortage of roughly 15 million dollars and an expected inventory 

excess of 400.000 units. Note that we assume that the new size curve is true. Still, the results of 

the optimized machine learning models confirm that products with historic lost sales and a low 

size curve are very likely to have future lost sales. When we include the historic lost sales, the size 

curve for these products increases, leading to more inventory on hand, and less lost sales. To 

measure the impact more accurately, we’ve set up an A/B test, which compares the performance 

of products that are identical (as possible) except for one variation: one group keeps the old size 

curve and the other group includes lost sales in the size curve. Products with a short lead time 

should see the first increase in performance, in terms of lost sales, fill rate, and revenue. When the 

new size curve proves to be fruitful, which criteria still have to be determined, the implementation 

can be rolled out to the whole product mix. Furthermore, the same classification algorithms can be 

optimized in half a year when new data is available for products which adopted the new size curve. 

If the correlation between products with historic lost sales for varying size curves and future lost 
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sales no longer differs for products without historic lost sales, and if LR and DT both no longer 

output the size curve as a significant predictor of future lost sales, we are confident that the new 

size curve has led to a decrease in the number of lost sales.  

Lastly, more time has to be spent in determining the size curve for new products, which do 

not have an estimated true demand figure to base the initial size curve on. Currently, demand 

planners manually choose a comparable product and copy the size curve. A more sophisticated 

approach could be to use machine learning to identify product groups that have similar size curves, 

and instead of manually selecting comparable products, the algorithm picks the best comparable 

product group.  

Limitations and future research 

By updating both the size curve and the lost estimate, the first steps have been taken to decrease 

lost sales. To our knowledge the only comparable classification algorithm that has been done in 

the field of supply chain is by Rodger (2014). However, the author only predicts 5% of the samples 

correctly. In this thesis we prove that classification algorithms can be useful in discovering patterns 

in the vast supply chain data available. The optimal modeling technique depends on the goal of the 

prediction task, however, when discovering patterns between variables, easy to interpret 

classification algorithms such as LR and DT provided to be very useful, as opposed to NN and 

SVM which are black-box algorithms. However, there are several limitations to this study which 

we were not be able to cover due to decisions made based on the given time constraints. Note that 

not all recommendations that were mentioned in the previous section are repeated, however these 

are equally important. 

Firstly, recall that the aim of this research was to find causes of lost sales and translate into 

implications for decreasing the lost sales estimate. Since the lost sales estimate currently in place 
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looks at daily data, we decided to strictly use daily data to discover patterns in the data. This was 

a limitation regarding the breadth of the features to use, since the majority of metrics are stored on 

monthly level. We looked at the impact of the size curve and product characteristics on lost sales. 

Hence, a similar analysis can be done on monthly level to look at the impact of other metrics on 

lost sales such as, supply accuracy, i.e. unplanned demand, delays, and capacity constraints, and 

inventory efficiency, i.e. timing and quantity of replenishment orders and, inventory and safety 

stock levels. 

Secondly, since we converted the lost sales estimate to a binary output, we miss out on 2% 

of current lost sales. The same analysis can be done with regression algorithms, so that we do not 

need to convert the target variable. This could not be done in this study since management was 

more interested in the probability of a product being a lost sale, than the magnitude. Now that we 

covered the first part, the latter can be executed. 

Thirdly, we decided to include all Regular type products, leaving out the other product 

types. Performing similar analysis to the other product types might lead to different results. 

Furthermore, we considered a time horizon of one season, and lagged the data for one month. By 

increasing both time spans, Aurelius has more time to change their forecast based on the prediction 

results. Note that increasing the time spans leads to a decrease in performance. However, given the 

performance of the optimized models with a prediction time range of one month this should be 

possible. 

Lastly, given the high performance of the optimized machine learning algorithms we 

decided to not balance the data set, due to an increase in computation time and complexity of 

balancing correctly. However, if Aurelius allows to run the data on their servers, computation time 
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no longer is an issue, and the data set can be balanced accordingly, leading to higher performance 

since the machine learning algorithm has more instances to train when a product has lost sales.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A – Data Visualization 

 

Figure A16. Fraction of binary historic lost sales per confirmed bookings group (grey bars), total 
estimated lost sales per confirmed bookings group (red bars). Limited x-axis from 0 to 1000. A value of 

100 on the x-axis represents the confirmed bookings group (0,100]. 

 

Figure A17. Fraction of binary historic lost sales per estimated demand group (grey bars), total 
estimated lost sales per estimated demand group (red bars). Limited x-axis from 0 to 1000. A value of 100 

on the x-axis represents the estimated demand group (0,100]. 
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Figure A18. Fraction of binary historic lost sales per inventory group (grey bars), total estimated lost 
sales per inventory group (red bars). Limited x-axis from 0 to 1000. A value of 100 on the x-axis 

represents the inventory group (0,100]. 

 

Figure A19. Fraction of binary historic lost sales per historic estimated lost sales group (grey bars), total 
estimated lost sales per historic estimated lost sales group (red bars). Limited x-axis from 0 to 1000. A 

value of 100 on the x-axis represents the historic estimated lost sales group (0,100]. 

 

Figure A20. Fraction of binary lost sales per category (grey bars), total estimated lost sales per category 
(red bars). 
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Figure A21. Fraction of binary lost sales per 
division (grey bars), total estimated lost sales 

per division (red bars). 

Figure A22. Fraction of binary lost sales per gender 
age (grey bars), total estimated lost sales per gender 

age (red bars). 

  

Figure A23. Fraction of binary lost sales per 
plant (grey bars), total estimated lost sales per 

plant (red bars). 

Figure A24. Fraction of binary lost sales per key 
silhouettes (grey bars), total estimated lost sales per 
key silhouettes (red bars). Key silhouettes are based 

on the top 10 silhouettes with the largest total 
amount of estimated lost sales. 
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Figure A25. Fraction of binary lost sales per key sizes (grey bars), total estimated lost sales per key sizes 
(red bars). Key sizes are based on the top 10 sizes with the largest total amount of estimated lost sales. 
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Appendix B2 – Motivation Feature Selection 

Given two features, 𝑥9, 𝑥;, with parameters, 𝜗9, 𝜗;. The first feature, 𝑥9, ranges from 0-

2000, the second feature, , 𝑥;, ranges from 1-5. Recall that we denote the classification cost as 𝐽(𝜗) 

and we want to minimize it for all features. Below we created a contour plot, visualizing  𝐽(𝜗) for 

all combinations of 𝜗9, 𝜗;. The optimum values for 𝜗9, 𝜗; lay in the middle of the graph, for which 

we minimize 𝐽(𝜗). On the left side the 𝑥9, 𝑥; are not scaled, while on the right side we scale the 

features 𝑥9, 𝑥;. Since 𝑥9, 𝑥; have a different range, the resulting contour plot on the left is in the 

form of an ellipse, while on the right in the form of a circle. A classification algorithm randomly 

sets the initial values for 𝜗9, 𝜗; and starts optimizing it via an optimization algorithm. In the picture 

below we use gradient descent, which takes the derivative of the cost function, and iterates at each 

step, by varying the parameter values, to check whether the magnitude of the slope is decreasing 

at every step to reach the optimum parameter values. The difference between feature scaling and 

not feature scaling is the number of iterations the optimization algorithms has to perform to reach 

the optimum value. Cleary, the left side requires multiple iterations, while the right side only needs 

a few to reach the optimum. Furthermore, this example is for two features, the greater the 

dimensionality of your data set, the bigger the impact is on convergence speed toward the optimum.  

 

Figure B1 (left) contour plot for 𝐽(𝜗) under varying 𝜗9, 𝜗; without feature scaling, (right) with feature 
scaling, 𝑥9, 𝑥; to ranges between 0 and 1. 
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Appendix C1 – Classification Algorithms Cost Functions 

Logistic Regression 

Since our output variable is binary, i.e., either a product has lost sales (𝑦 = 1) or a product 

has no lost sales (𝑦 = 0), the form of the hypothesis function ℎ�(𝑥H) needs to satisfy the following 

condition: 0	 ≤ ℎ�F𝑥HI 	≤ 1. To satisfy this condition, LR uses the sigmoid function as hypothesis 

function (EqC1- EqC3). 

ℎ�(𝑥H) 	= 𝑔Fθ�𝑥HI EqC1 

𝑧 = 	θ�𝑥H EqC2 

𝑔(𝑧) =
1

1 + 𝑒�� EqC3 

Where 𝜃� is the parameter vector, that is transposed to allow vector multiplication. When 

𝑧 goes to infinity, 𝑔(𝑧) will output a positive class label 1, and vice versa, when 𝑧 goes to minus 

infinity, 𝑔(𝑧) will output a negative class label 0. The output corresponds to the probability that 

our target variable is positive. For example, ℎ�F𝑥HI = 0.60 represents a 60% probability that our 

target variable is 1.  

To optimize the parameter vector 𝜃, we minimize the cost function for the training set. The cost 

function is written down as follows, where 𝑚 is the number of training examples,  𝑦H denotes the ith target 

variable, and 𝜆 is the regularization parameter that determines how much the costs of our parameters 𝜃 are 

inflated. 

𝐽(𝜃) = 	−
1
𝑚C�𝑦H log �ℎ�FxHI� + F1 − 𝑦HIlog	(1 − ℎ�FxHI)� +

𝜆
2𝑚C𝜃�;

M

�N9

v

HN9

 EqC4 

Let’s ignore the regularization term for now to explain the cost function (typically referred 

to as Cross-Entropy Loss). If the real target variable 𝑦H = 1, and our hypothesis function ℎ�FxHI =

1, the second term would be equal to zero, whereas the first term would be equal to log(1) which 
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amounts to zero cost for the training example xH. Vice versa, if the real target variable 𝑦H = 0, and 

our hypothesis function ℎ�FxHI = 0, the first term would be equal to zero, whereas the second term 

will be equal to log(1) which amounts to zero cost for the training example xH. Simply put, the 

Cross-Entropy Loss increases exponentially as the predicted probability diverges from the actual 

class label. In order to minimize the cost function, we compute the partial derivative of the cost 

function and set it equal to zero. There are different computational ways of implementing this by 

algorithms like gradient descent, conjugate gradient, BGFS, L-BFGS. However, given the level of 

complexity of these algorithms and the scope of this review we will not elaborate further on this. 

Neural Networks 

The form of the hypothesis function of NN is almost identical to the one of LR, the only difference 

(in the hypothesis function) is the number of parameters: LR tries to optimize the parameter vector 𝜃, 

whereas neural networks aims to optimize the weights/parameter matrix 𝛩 (Equation EqC5- EqC7). 

 ℎ�(x) = 𝑔F𝛩�𝑥HI EqC5 
 

  𝑧 = 	𝛩�𝑥H EqC6 

  𝑔(𝑧) =
1

1 + 𝑒�� EqC7 

Before we explain how NN works we present some notation: 

𝒂𝒊
𝒋 Activation of unit 𝑖 in layer 𝑗. 
𝜣𝒋 Matrix of weights/parameters controlling function mapping from 

layer 𝑗 to layer 𝑗 + 1. 
𝒙𝟎 Bias unit (from input variables). 
𝒂𝟎
𝒋  Bias unit (from activation units). 
𝑳 Total number of layers. 
𝒔𝒍 Number of units (excluding bias units) in layer 𝑙. 
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Figure C1 Neural Networks example architecture. 

The input nodes (first layer) are the features we put into our model, where 𝑥i is a bias unit 

equal to 1 (Figure C1)2. These input nodes go into the activation nodes (second layer), in which 

the activation units get computed by multiplying our first paramater matrix times the input 

variables and inserting the result into the sigmoid function (EqC8), where 𝑎i
�  is a bias unit equal to 

1. Hence, the output of each activation unit is a value between 0 and 1. Subsequently, the second 

layer computes the hypothesis function by multiplying the activation units times the next paramater 

matrix and inserting the result in the sigmoid function (third layer). Note that we can have multiple 

layers with activation units (called hidden layers); the more activation units the more complex our 

non-linear classifier will be, thus the better the model fits the training examples. However, too 

                                                
 

2 Note that this is an example representation of the neural network structure to provide a general 
understanding of the model. The actual structure is discussed at hyperparameter optimization on the next 
page. 
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many hidden layers can result in overfitting. The process of calculating the hypothesis function in 

this way is called forward propagation. 

To optimize the weights of the matrices, we need to minimize the cost function (Cross-

Entropy Loss). 

𝐽(𝛩) = −
1
𝑚	C�𝑦H log �ℎ�FxHI� + F1 − 𝑦HIlog	(1 − ℎ�FxHI)� +

𝜆
2𝑚CCC(𝛩�,H{ );

w�� 

�N9

w�

HN9

¡�9

{N9

v

HN9

 EqC8 

The cost function of NN is like the cost function of LR. The difference is due to the hidden 

layers of NN, which allows for making more complex non-linear hypotheses: instead of mapping 

the features directly to the hypothesis function as in LR, we learn new features as function of the 

input variables. So, rather than using the original features to compute our hypothesis function, we 

use the transformed features to compute our hypothesis function. 

Intuitively, the first part of the equation is the LR cost function, with only a slight difference, 

as aforementioned, in the hypothesis function; recall we use parameter vector 𝜃 in LR, and matrix 

vector 𝛩 in NN. The second part adds in the regularization term, to prevent NN from overfitting. 

The first summation (of the second part) sums 𝛩 over the layers, starting from the input 

layer to the last hidden layer. Note that we have a total of 𝐿 − 1 parameter matrices 𝛩. The second 

summation sums 𝛩 over all rows in the matrix, where the number of rows is equal to the number 

of units in layer 𝑙 + 1, excluding the bias unit. The third summation sums 𝛩 over all columns in 

the matrix, where the number of columns is equal to the number of units in layer 𝑙, including the 

bias units. All sums put together add up all the (regularized) squares of all individual 𝛩s in the 

whole network.  

In order to minimize the cost function, we first compute the partial derivative of the cost 

function, and next, set it equal to zero. The partial derivatives are computed using the backward 
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propagation algorithm. However, given the level of complexity of these algorithms and the scope 

of this review we will not elaborate further on this. 

Support Vector Machine 

SVM tries to separate the positive and negative class labels with the biggest margin 

possible. It looks similar to the cost function of LR with two exception: (1) the hypothesis function 

and (2) the regularization parameter. Instead of outputting a probability and subsequently mapping 

it to either a positive or negative class label, SVM directly maps the input variables due to a 

different hypothesis function. 

 	𝑖𝑓	𝑦 = 0	 → 	𝜃�𝑥H = 𝑧	 ≤ −1	 EqC9 
 

 𝑖𝑓	𝑦 = 1	 → 	𝜃�𝑥H = 𝑧	 ≥ 1 EqC10 

 

LR and NN had 𝜆 to control the impact of 𝜃 on the cost function in the form of 𝐴 + 𝜆 ∗ 𝐵 

(EqC4, EqC11), while SVM has C to control the impact of 𝜃 in the form of 𝐶 ∗ 𝐴 + 𝐵. Note that if 

𝐶 = 9
¨
 , then LR is similar to SVM apart from the hypothesis function. 

These two differences lead to the following cost function. 

 𝐽(𝜃) = 𝐶CD𝑦H𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡9F𝜃�𝑥HI + F1 − 𝑦HI𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡iF𝜃�𝑥HIJ +
1
2C𝜃�

M

HN9

v

HN9

 EqC11 

Where 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡i,9 refer to EqC9, EqC10 respectively. 

To make non-linear decision boundaries we discussed using higher order polynomials. 

However, they can be computationally expensive. Instead of this, SVM uses a kernel function to 

create non-linear decision boundaries (EqC12). 

 𝑓H = exp	(−
∑ (𝑥� − 𝑙�H);)M
�N9

2𝜎;  EqC12 
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Where, 𝑓H  denotes the new feature 𝑖 which will replace the feature vector 𝑥H ,  𝑙�H  is the 

landmark 𝑖 corresponding to training example 𝑗, and 𝜎 is the smoothing parameter. 

What the function does is measure how close the training examples are to the landmarks. 

If 𝑥� ≈ 	 𝑙�H, then EqC12 will be equal to one, whereas when 𝑥� is far from 𝑙�H, it will be close to zero. 

The kernel function sets landmarks at the same position as the training examples to get 𝑚 

landmarks. For each landmark it computes the similarity to all training examples and replaces the 

original feature vector 𝑥H  with 𝑓H  (EqC11). Subsequently, it minimizes the cost function with 

respect to the new feature vector. 

SVM has two hyperparameters to finetune: (1) the regularization parameter 𝐶 and (2) the 

smoothing parameter 𝜎. 

The regularization parameter 𝐶  works inversely of 𝜆 : the smaller 𝐶  is, the more we 

regularize our hypothesis function. The smoothing parameter 𝜎 controls the smoothing of the 

similiary function, the larger the value of 𝜎 , the more the features 𝑓H  vary, the smoother the 

similary function will be, the less the SVM will be prone to overfitting. We can create different 

hypothesis function, in combination with varying 𝐶, for different values of 𝜎, and choose which 

combination of 𝐶 and 𝜎 gives the lowest 	𝐽®(𝜃). 

Decision Tree 

A DT breaks a data set down into smaller subsets on the basis of if-then-else decision rules 

extracted from the input variables, while the associated DT is incrementally built. The final output 

is a tree with a root node (the best predictor of the target variable), several decision nodes (a node 

with two or more branches), and at the end, leave nodes (a node without any branches). 

Since DT is the only non-parametric classification algorithm out of the considered models, 

the cost function looks quite different. Instead of optimizing parameters 𝜃 by minimizing a cost 
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function, a DT tries to find the feature, and its value, which explains the target variable the best. If 

no features describe the target variable fully, they are all considered impure. There are multiple 

ways to measure impurity, the two most applied ones are Gini (EqC13) and Entropy (EqC14). 

According to Raileanu and Stoffel (2004), which compared both impurity measures, there is hardly 

any difference. It only matters in 2% of the observations whether you use Gini or Entropy. However, 

we consider it to be a hyperparameter, and see which performs best. 

 𝐽 HMH(𝑝) = 1 −C𝑝H;
±

HN9

 

 

EqC13 

 
𝐽èMz}�s³(𝑝) = −C𝑝H𝑙𝑜𝑔;𝑝H

±

HN9

 

 

EqC14 

EqC13 is a measure of how often a random observation from the data set is incorrectly 

labelled, if it is randomly labelled according to the distribution of labels in the subset. The lower 

the resulting number, the less impure the feature is. This measure is calculated for each feature, 

and the one with the lowest score, separates the dataset the best, and that will be the root node. The 

same procedure is done to build the rest of the tree. On the other hand, EqC14 is roughly speaking 

the amount of information a feature produces. To build the tree, the information gain of each 

possible split is calculated. The best first split is the one that has the most information gain. This 

procedure is repeated for each impure node until the tree is complete. 

To be in line with the previous cost function, we aim to minimize the sum over the full 

decision tree of either EqC13 or EqC14. Since its non-parametric we can only influence the built tree 

by tuning the hyperparameters. 
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Appendix C2 - Support Vector Machine computation time 

Training and optimizing an SVM require the computation time of a distance function 

between each sample in the dataset, which requires a number of  𝑛´ypzµ}yw ∗ 𝑛�owy}¶pzH�Mw·  

operations (12*2997703 = 3.23E18 operations). Furthermore, the computation time is affected by 

the magnitude of the regularization parameter C, i.e. the greater the misclassification penalty, the 

slower the process; the dimensionality of the dataset, which we already discussed to be large; and 

the chosen kernel function, with a linear kernel you optimize on the coefficients directly, whereas 

with a radial basis function (RBF) kernel you optimize a coefficient for each entry (Huang and Lin, 

2016). Note that a linear kernel approximates the RBF kernel and still is computationally too 

expensive to optimize the hyperparameters by random search. Ways to reduce the computation 

time lowers the performance of the algorithm significantly, such as reducing the dimensionality of 

the data set (select a few features, train on a subset of the data), and lowering the regularization 

parameter. 

 

Appendix C3 – Feature Selection and Hyperparameter Optimization 

Logistic Regression (Feature Selection) 

Although LR can serve as a powerful classifier when the number of features is low, it does 

not perform well to learn complex non-linear hypotheses due to the reason that it is only a linear 

classifier. You could add more polynomial features to LR but then it will be very expensive 

(computationally) to train the hypothesis function. If the hypothesis function fits the training data 

well, i.e. low training error, but cannot generalize to new data, i.e. high test error, overfitting occurs, 

which is caused by an unnecessary complex hypothesis function.  To address the issue of 

overfitting, we can (1) get more training examples, which increases computing time and is not 
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always the right solution; (2) try subset of features, which could potentially mean leaving out 

important information; (3) reduce weight of parameters 𝜃 , by increasing their cost, called 

regularization. 

Getting more training examples is possible however, given that the data set is already quite 

large, we do not want to increase the computation time of the model even further. Hence, this 

leaves us with regularization and feature selection. First, we will discuss feature selection. For this 

we use recursive feature elimination (RFE) with cross validation. In addition to reducing 

overfitting, RFE improves prediction performance, and reduces model execution time by lowering 

the dimensionality of the data. 

The classification algorithm is first trained with all features, this gives a certain 𝜃 to each 

feature. The feature with the lowest absolute 𝜃 has the smallest effect on our dependent variable 

and is dropped. Subsequently, we train the classifier again with the features that are still left. We 

can either stop this process by saying if performance decreases by a certain amount, or we can 

provide the number of features we want. Now, let’s say we add in a 10-fold cross validation. On 

each split we perform RFE to determine the optimal number of features per split. Subsequently, 

we take the average number of features of these splits and use RFE to determine which features 

will be included. So, to summarize, we use cross validation to select the optimal number of features 

to select, subsequently we use RFE on the entire set to select the subset of features. 
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Figure C21 Recursive feature elimination with 10-fold cross validation: optimal number of features = 9. 

We executed RFE with 10-fold cross validation resulting in an optimal number of features 

of 9 (Figure C21). If we use more than 9 features to train the model, we clearly see a drop in 

accuracy, meaning that the additional features are noise to our model. Note that the drops in 

accuracy are fairly small, however, to counter overfitting we will exclude these from our model. 

To summarize, we started with 33 independent variables, removed 12 as a result of 

checking for multicollinearity (Appendix C4 – Classification algorithms assumptions Figure C31), 

and another 12 due to redundancy in explaining the outcome variable (RFE), resulting in 9 features. 

With this subset of features, we can start optimizing the hyperparameters. 

Logistic Regression (Hyperparameter Optimization) 

LR has two hyperparameters to finetune: (1) the regularization parameter λ and (2) the 

decision boundary for mapping a probability output to either a positive class label, or a negative 

class label. The regularization parameter λ is a hyperparameter that can be finetuned using the 

validation set, where we can create different hypothesis functions for values of 𝜆 and choose 𝜆 

which gives the lowest validation error.  Using EqC4 with the regularization term, we can smooth 

out the output of our hypothesis function to tackle overfitting. Where 𝜆 controls the impact of 𝜃, 

on the cost function. A high 𝜆 will inflate the costs of 𝜃, and in order for the cost function to get 
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close to zero, the values of 𝜃 need to be reduced to near zero. Note, that the sum explicitly excludes 

the bias term 𝜃i. 

Ideally, we want to optimize our hyperparameter λ while finding the optimal decision 

boundary. Unfortunately, the data set is too large to perform an accurate grid search for all 

combinations of both hyperparameters. Therefore, we choose to optimize them separately, 

although this is not ideal, from the resulting plots we can see that the difference should be 

negligible. 

 

Figure C22 (Left side) recall score on training and validation set for increasing values of lambda. (Right 
side) precision score on training and validation set for increasing values of lambda. 

First, we performed a grid search which trains the model using the training set, and tests 

output on the validation set under varying values of 𝜆 (C22). Most probably due to eliminating 24 

of the features in previous steps, there is no overfitting present. That is, both the validation and 

training graphs are similar. When looking at the trade-off between precision and recall, an optimal 

value of 2.6 for 𝜆 was found. 

The decision threshold is the second hyperparameter. Since this hyperparameter is present 

in the other classification algorithms as well, we will discuss it once. 

In order to get binary classification, we translate the output of our hypothesis function as 

follows: 
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ℎ�F𝑥HI ≥ 𝑢	 → 𝑦 = 1 

ℎ�F𝑥HI < 𝑢	 → 𝑦 = 0 

When ℎ�F𝑥HI goes below 𝑢, we get 𝑔(𝑧) = 1, thus classifying the training example as a 

positive class. Vice versa, when ℎ�F𝑥HI  goes above or equal to 𝑢 , we get 𝑔(𝑧) = 0 , thus 

classifying it as a negative class. When we set 𝑢 to a high value we are more certain that our 

positive predictions are correct but are less certain that we capture all actual positives correctly. 

This should lead to a high precision but low recall. We can create different hypothesis functions, 

for different values of 𝑢, and choose which 𝑢 gives the lowest validation error. Remember that we 

care more about recall than precision. In consultation with stakeholders, we determined that we 

want to have two times as many false positives as we want to have false negatives. 

In the previous step we determined that lambda of 2.6 was optimal for the default decision 

boundary of 0.5. For optimizing the decision threshold, we train the LR with above settings and 

test results on the validation set for decision boundaries ranging from 0.05 to 0.95 in steps of 0.05 

by measuring the precision and recall score (C23). Interestingly, we see that the recall severely 

drops at a threshold of 0.8, meaning that the majority of our probabilities for the actual positive 

class labels, lie around 0.75-0.80. Due to the imbalanced data set we get a very high precision 

when setting the decision boundary relatively high, i.e. there are not many false negatives present. 

Since we want recall to be a bit higher than precision, we set the decision boundary at 0.7. Although 

this is not the ideal trade-off to maximize the F1-measure, it is the ideal trade-off according to 

management. 
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Figure C23 Recall and precision score per decision threshold (red vertical line = optimal boundary). 

Neural Networks (Hyperparameter Optimization) 

Since NN has no underlying assumptions (apart from feature scaling the continuous 

independent variables), we can jump straight to hyperparameter optimization. Note that 

dimensionality is no issue, therefore we do not require feature selection procedure as with LR. 

Since NN has many hyperparameters a grid search is impossible due to computation time. 

Therefore, we train the NN on a subset of the data, under varying hyper parameter settings. The 

most important hyperparameters of NN are the number of hidden layers, the number of hidden 

units in each hidden layer, and the number of epochs (how many times do we go back and forth 

through the network). The following settings were tested, and the best performing model was 

optimized for the number of epochs, and the decision threshold: 2, 4, 6, 8 hidden layers, for low 

(5), medium (20), and high (40) number of hidden units, while keeping the number of epochs fixed 

at 100 (resulting in 4x3=12 different models).  

Table C1 Precision and recall scores for varying hyperparameter settings. 

Number of hidden 
units 

Number of hidden 
layers 

Precision Recall Overfit 

low 
2 .9721 .9130 No 
4 .9433 .9220 No 
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6 .9826 .9156 Yes 
8 .9803 .9175 Yes 

medium 

2 .9775 .9175 No  
4 .9786 .9178 Yes 
6 .9793 .9181 Yes 
8 .9797 .9191 Yes 

high 

2 .9777 .9221 Yes 
4 .9825 .9166 Yes 
6 .9825 .9160 Yes 
8 .9830 .9175 Yes 

From the table above, we can conclude that the optimal structure for our NN is with 2 

hidden layers, and 20 hidden units each. Note that NN tends to overfit rather quickly, therefore we 

tried adjusting the regularization parameter. However, by adjusting the parameter the precision and 

recall dropped severely. Therefore, we decided to stick with structures that are not prone to 

overfitting (low number of hidden layers and hidden units) and optimize them with respect to the 

number of epochs and the decision boundary. Furthermore, the differences in performance between 

network structure is mainly visible in plotting the cross entropy loss, which is the formula of EqC14 

without the regularization part since we excluded that. 
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Figure C24 from upper to lower and left to right: (1-2) recall and precision score (respectively) on 
training and validation set over the number of epochs, (3) cross entropy loss on training and validation 

set over the number of epochs, (4) difference between recall training and validation score. 

In Figure C24 we trained the NN with the optimal settings as presented above and tested 

the results on the validation set. In the left and right upper graph, we show the recall and precision 

score respectively for both the training and validation set. The recall measure hardly overfits. 

However, the precision measure overfits quite rapidly at around 40 epochs. The difference between 

the training and validation recall score is shown in the lower right graph, the bigger the difference, 

the more we overfit on the training set. Clearly, we start overfitting rapidly at round 100 epochs. 

Lastly, we show the cross entropy loss in the lower left graph, where we overfit quite soon at 

around 20 epochs. Since overfitting does not affect recall severely at this early number of epochs, 

we decide to set the number of epochs at 40, which leaves us with the following structure for 

optimizing the decision threshold: 2 hidden layers, 20 hidden units each, with 40 epochs. 
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Again, for optimizing the decision threshold we train the NN with above settings and test 

results on the validation set for decision boundaries ranging from 0.05 to 0.95 in steps of 0.05 by 

measuring the precision and recall score (Figure C25). 

 

Figure C25 Recall and precision score on validation set for varying values of decision boundaries. 

The lower we set the decision threshold, the higher the recall, while the higher the decision 

threshold, the higher the precision. This output is logical since the lower we set the decision 

threshold, the more frequently we classify samples as positive, resulting in a higher recall. Vice 

versa, the higher the decision threshold, the higher the precision, which means that the majority of 

our actual positives, have a high probability of being labeled as positive. This results in a low value 

for false positives, which leads to a high precision. The optimal threshold is at a decision boundary 

of 0.25, with 2 hidden layers, 20 hidden units in each layer, and 40 epochs. 

Decision Tree (Hyperparameter Optimization) 

Although there are no parameters to optimize, the DT has the following hyperparameters: 

minimum decision node split, minimum leaf node split, impurity measure (as discussed above), 

tree depth, number of features, and the decision boundary. 

The tree depth represents how deep the tree can grow. The deeper the tree, the more splits 

it has, the more information it captures. However, a high tree depth can lead to overfitting. 
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Furthermore, large trees are difficult to interpret due to the many splits. The minimum decision 

node split represents the number of observations required to split a decision node. By increasing 

the number, the tree becomes more constrained since it considers more observations at each 

decision node. The minimum leaf node split is similar to the decision node split but works solely 

on the leaf nodes. Number of features, decision boundary, and impurity measure have been 

previously discussed. 

 

Figure C26 (upper from left to right) average recall and precision scores from 10-fold CV for varying 
number of features and tree depth for training and validation set. (lower from left to right) average recall 

and precision scores for 10 features. 

 

Since we have 6 different hyperparameters, a grid search over all possible combinations 

would be computationally infeasible. Therefore, we decide to first perform a grid search to 

determine the minimum decision node split, the minimum leaf node split, and the impurity measure. 

Next, we train the DT for a tree depth ranging from 5 to 30, for 5, 10, 15, and 20 number of features 

(specific features determined individually by RFE). Note that during this training process, we 
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randomly change the previous hyperparameters to check whether or not we have found the optimal 

ones when varying the remainder of the hyperparameters. Lastly, we look at the optimal decision 

boundary once the optimal values have been found. 

The results of the described process are shown in Figure C27. Optimum values for 

minimum decision node split and minimum leaf split are 2 and 1 respectively. This is curious given 

the large data set which should result in a tree with a large tree depth that overfits quite severely. 

As expected, using these settings, the average recall validation score starts overfitting quite early 

at tree depth 8 for all number of features (left upper graph), however, since this score keeps 

increasing quite rapidly, we consider using a higher tree depth that results in higher performance. 

The same reasoning holds for the average precision validation score (right upper graph). Note that 

we tried working with different settings for minimum decision node split and minimum leaf split, 

however, optimum performance was found with these settings. If we look at the optimal number 

of features to use, we only see a difference in average recall validation score, as opposed to the 

average precision recall scores that stay fairly the same when increasing the number of features. 

When looking at performance separately, the optimum number of features was 10, although the 

differences are rather small. The resulting number of features shows an optimal tree depth of 14 

(lower right graph). Although the average validation recall score keeps increasing after a tree depth 

of 14 (lower left graph), we do not want to overfit too heavily. 

With these settings: minimum decision node split of 2, minimum leaf split of 1, 10 features, 

and tree depth 14, we found an optimal decision threshold of 0.3 by the same procedure as before 

(Figure C27) and the same reasoning as discussed for Figure C25. 
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Figure C27 Recall and precision score on validation set for varying values of decision boundaries. 

Appendix C4 – Classification algorithms assumptions 

SVM and NN can handle continuous features efficiently when they are scaled, as explained 

in Appendix B2 – Motivation Feature Selection, while DT requires no assumptions, and the 

assumptions for LR are as follows: the dependent variable (outcome variable) is binary, continuous 

independent variables are linearly related to the log odds, and absence of multicollinearity.  

Since we converted lost sales, which is our outcome variable, from continuous to binary, 

we satisfy the first condition.  

The second assumption can be simply checked by plotting each of our continuous 

independent variables against the log odds of the dependent variable and see whether there is a 

linear relationship present. If not, we can exclude the feature from our analysis. Note that we do 

not have to follow this procedure for the categorical variables. Recall that size curve is the only 

continuous independent variable, since we decided to drop lead time as discussed at Chapter 3.3. 

Although the relationship does not look quite linear, it can be explained by the fact that we do not 

have many values with a size curve greater than 0.5, which skews are plot.  
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Figure C28 Test for log-odds linear relationship: size curve vs. log odds of binary lost sales. 

If you look at the relationship for a size curve between 0 and 0.5, it seems to be quite linear. 

Therefore, we decide that we include the size curve.  

The third assumption was discussed earlier at Chapter 3.3, with the correlation matrix 

shown below (Figure C29). 

 

Figure C29 Correlation matrix for all independent features. Features with correlation greater than 0.5, 
and the lowest correlation with lost sales, are excluded from the graph. 
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